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The two great movers of the human mind are
the desire of good and the fear of evil.

Samuel Johnson
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What motivates people – what makes them tick – is a subject of
perennial fascination. It is especially important for practical
leaders in industry, commerce and the public services – and
indeed to anyone who works with other people – to think
about this question in some depth.

What is motivation? A man or woman is motivated when he or
she WANTS to do something. A motive is not quite the same as
an incentive. Whereas a person may be inspired or made
enthusiastic by an incentive, his or her main motive for
wanting to do something may be fear of punishment. Moti -
vation covers ALL the reasons which underlie the way in
which a person acts.

Two US professors of psychology – Abraham Maslow and
Frederick Herzberg – have made major contributions to our
understanding of motivation. Our common phrase ‘job

Introduction
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satisfaction’ arose largely from the work of the latter. Maslow
is now the world’s most influential psychologist after Freud
and Jung. The time is ripe for a review of their contributions to
motivational theory in the light of the needs of today.

In my judgement no other comparable studies of motivation to
those of Maslow and Herzberg have emerged from other
authors. Or, rather, they have emerged but not stayed the
course. Maslow and Herzberg have stood the test of time. This
fact does not, of course, guarantee them, but it does at least
suggest that there is a large element of truth in them. For, as
Albert Einstein once said, ‘Truth is that which stands the test of
experience.’

This book goes beyond Maslow and Herzberg, however, and it offers a
new general theory of motivation. My reflections on Maslow and
Herzberg over the years, in the context of developing the
Action-Centred Leadership (ACL) model, have led me to
formulate the Fifty-Fifty Rule. Put simply, it proposes that 50
per cent of our motivation is inner-generated, while 50 per cent
comes from outside of us.

The real point of the book, of course, is to stimulate your own
thinking and ideas on this most interesting of all subjects. It
should lead you to see some practical ways in which you can
better motivate yourself and others.

You will notice as you read that the texture of the writing
varies. I should explain that my discussion of the contributions
of Maslow and Herzberg is based on part of a thesis that I
submitted at Oxford University for a higher research degree.
Work of this rigorous kind is very important in leadership
studies and I make no apology for it. But in this context you
should feel free to skip any pages that seem to be telling you
more than you need to know.

This book is not designed for an academic purpose. It is
written for thoughtful leaders, those who wish to work with

Leadership and Motivation
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the grain of human nature rather than against it. I know that I
shall enjoy sharing with you what I have discovered about
leadership and management – I hope that you will also enjoy
our journey together in these pages.

Introduction
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PART 1

Leadership and Motivation
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Leadership is action, not position.
Donald H McGannon

Leadership and motivation are like brother and sister. It is
difficult to think of a leader who does not motivate others. But
leadership embraces more than motivation.

What is leadership? The Action-Centred Leadership (ACL)
approach offers a comprehensive answer to that question. The
model encompasses the concept of Individual Needs, which is
the area chartered by Maslow and Herzberg. Therefore it
provides a natural context for an exploration of their theories
in Part Two. In this chapter I shall outline the original content
of ACL.

Functional Leadership
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THE BACKGROUND

Functional Leadership training was first developed at the
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst as part of a programme
introducing young officers to the responsibilities of leadership.
When transposed into industry and commerce it was renamed
Action-Centred Leadership (ACL). Initially, the core content of
ACL remained much the same as the original Sandhurst
version, though the practical exercises and case studies where
changed.

In this introductory chapter I shall present the framework of
that original concept of ACL, and then comment upon its
constituent elements in the following chapter.

My standard introduction to the ACL model has been to look
first at the Qualities Approach and then at the Situational
Approach to leadership. Having outlined these approaches or
theories, identifying both their drawbacks and their positive
contributions to our understanding of leadership, I move on to
the third ingredient in the story (apart from the personality
and character of the leader and the situation in which it was all
happening), namely the people concerned. Having mentioned
the amount of research done on groups as wholes that are
more than the sum of their parts (which led to the establish-
ment of the new sub-discipline of Social Psychology) I explain
that I have selected one theory from the mass of research mate-
rial which I consider to be of most relevance to the practical
manager intent upon understanding leadership and motiva-
tion – the theory of group needs. To this I add the concept of
group personality. This is how I actually explain it.

THE THEORY OF GROUP PERSONALITY
AND GROUP NEEDS

As a starting point I have developed the idea that working

Leadership and Motivation
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groups resemble individuals in that although they are always
unique (each develops its own ‘group personality’) yet they
share, as do individuals, certain common ‘needs’. There are
three areas of need present in such groups. Two of these are the
properties of the group as a whole, namely the need to accom-
plish the common tasks and the need to be maintained as a cohesive
social unity (which I have called the ‘team maintenance need’).
The third area is constituted by the sum of the individual needs
of group members.

INDIVIDUAL NEEDS AND MOTIVATION

This third area of need present in the corporate life inheres in
the individual members rather than in the group itself. To the
latter they bring a variety of needs – physical, social, intellec-
tual and spiritual – which may or may not be met by partici-
pating in the activity of the group. Probably physical needs
first drew men together in working groups: the primitive
hunter could take away from the slain elephant a hunk of meat
and a piece of hide for his own family. Nowadays the means
for satisfying these basic needs of food, shelter and protection
are received in money rather than in kind, but the principle
remains the same.

There are, however, other needs less tangible or conscious even
to their possessors which the social interaction of working
together in groups may or may not fulfil. These tend to merge
into one another, and they cannot be isolated with any preci-
sion, but Figure 1.1 will indicate their character. Drawn from
the work of A H Maslow1 it also makes the point that needs are
organized on a priority basis. As basic needs become relatively
satisfied the higher needs come to the fore and become moti-
vating influences.

Functional Leadership
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These need spring from the depths of our common life as
human beings. They may attract us to, or repel us from, any
given group. Underlying them all is the fact that people need
one another, not just to survive but to achieve and develop
personality. This growth occurs in a whole range of social
activity – friendship, marriage, neighbourhood – but in -
evitably work groups are extremely important because so
many people spend so much of their waking time in them.

Professor Frederick Herzberg has dichotomized the list by
suggesting that the factors which make people experience
satisfaction in their work situation are not the reverse of those
which make them dissatisfied. The latter is caused by deficien-
cies in the environment or context of the job; in contrast, job
satisfaction rests upon the content of the work and the oppor-
tunities it presents for achievement, recognition, professional
development, and personal growth.2

THE NEEDS INTERACT

The first major point is that these three areas of need influence
one another for better or worse. For example, if a group fails in

Leadership and Motivation
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its task this will intensify the disintegrative tendencies present
in the group and produce a diminished satisfaction for its indi-
vidual members. If there is a lack of unity or harmonious rela-
tionships in the group this will affect performance on the job
and also individual needs (cf. A H Maslow’s Social Needs).
And obviously an individual who feels frustrated and
unhappy in a particular work environment will not make his
or her maximum contribution to either the common task or to
the life of the group.

Conversely, achievement in terms of a common aim tends to
build a sense of group identity – the ‘we-feeling’, as some have
called it. The moment of victory closes the psychological gaps
between people: morale rises naturally. Good internal commu-
nications and a developed team spirit based upon past
successes make a group much more likely to do well in its task
area, and incidentally provide a more satisfactory climate for
the individual. Lastly, an individual whose needs are recog-
nized and who feels that he or she can make a characteristic
and worthwhile contribution both to the task and the group
will tend to produce good fruits in both these areas.

We can illustrate these interrelations with a simple model:

Functional Leadership
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Figure 1.2 Interaction of needs
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If you place a coin over the ‘Task’ circle it will immediately
cover segments of the other two circles as well. In other words,
lack of task or failure to achieve it will affect both team mainte-
nance, eg increasing disruptive tendencies, and also the area of
individual needs, lowering member satisfaction within the
group. Move the coin on to the ‘Team’ circle, and again the
impact of a near-complete lack of relationships in the group on
both task and individual needs may be seen at a glance.

Conversely, when a group achieves its task the degree of group
cohesiveness and enjoyment or membership should go up.
Morale, both corporate and individual, will be higher. And if
the members of a group happen to get on extremely well
together and find that they can work closely as a team, this will
increase their work performance and also meet some impor-
tant needs which individuals bring with them into the
common life.

These three interlocking circles therefore illustrate the general
point that each area of need exerts an influence upon the other
two: they do not form watertight compartments.

LEADERSHIP FUNCTIONS

In order for the needs in these areas to be met in any group or
organization certain functions have to be performed. According
to this integrated theory the provision of these necessary func-
tions is the responsibility of leadership, although that does not
imply that the leader will perform all of them himself or
herself. Indeed, in groups over the size of about five members
there are too many functions required for any one person to
supply them all himself or herself.

Various attempts have been made to list the functions but they
suffer from several disadvantages. In the first place, some

Leadership and Motivation
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researchers have produced three separate lists, one for each
area. The difference between ‘Task’ and ‘Team Maintenance’ is
always in danger of yawning into a dichotomy. The value of
the three overlapping circles is that they emphasize the essential
unity of leadership: a single action can be multi-functional in
that it touches all three areas. The distinction between the
circles should not therefore be pressed too far, and separate
lists favour that unfortunate tendency. Secondly, many of the
lists reflect the ‘group dynamics laboratory’ situation too
much. Thirdly, it is rather artificial to categorize the response of
leaders to individual needs. It is sufficient to recognize that
effective leaders are aware of this dimension, and respond in
appropriate ways with understanding. Such action might
range from changing the content of an individual’s job or role,
along the lines advocated by Professor Herzberg, to a promo-
tion or a word of encouragement.

It is perhaps best to work out a single list of leadership func-
tions within the context of a given working situation, so that
the sub-headings can have the stamp of reality upon them. But
there is general agreement upon the essentials, and to illustrate
some of these major functions meeting the three interacting
areas of need, I give here a list originally worked out at the
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, which has been the basis
for numerous adaptations in industry and other fields:

� Planning
Seeking all available information.
Defining group task, purpose or goal.
Making a workable plan (in right decision-making frame-
work).

� Initiating eg briefing group on the aims and the plan.
Explaining why aim or plan is necessary.
Allocating tasks to group members.
Setting group standards.

Functional Leadership
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� Controlling
Maintaining group standards.
Influencing tempo.
Ensuring all actions are taken towards objectives.
Keeping discussion relevant.
Prodding group to action/decision.

� Supporting
Expressing acceptance of people and their contribution.
Encouraging group/individuals.
Disciplining group/individuals.
Creating team spirit.
Relieving tension with humour.
Reconciling disagreements or getting others to explore
them.

� Informing
Clarifying task and plan.
Giving new information to the group, ie keeping them ‘in
the picture’.
Receiving information from group.
Summarizing suggestions and ideas coherently.

� Evaluating
Checking feasibility of an idea.
Testing the consequences of a proposed solution.
Evaluating group performance.
Helping the group to evaluate its own performance against
standards.

SHARING DECISIONS

Without forgetting the broader opportunities open to members
for supplementing the work of leadership in all three areas
described above, it is especially useful to examine specifically

Leadership and Motivation
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the extent to which the leader should share with others the
general function of decision-making, the core of such more defi-
nite functions as setting objectives and planning.

In an invaluable diagram R Tannenbaum and W H Schmidt3

plotted the possibilities of participation. The diagram can be
compared to a cake: at one end the leader has virtually all of it,
and at the other the group has the lion’s share. In terms of a
transaction between a leader and an individual follower the
continuum also illustrates the degrees of delegation that are
possible in the context of a given decision.

There is much to be said for moving as far to the right of the
continuum as possible, for the more that people share in deci-
sions which directly affect them the more they are motivated to
carry them out – provided they trust the integrity of the leader
who is inviting them to participate in the decision. Yet factors
in the situation (especially the nature of the task and the time
available for the decision) and the group (especially the atti-
tudes, knowledge, and experience of members) will naturally
limit the extent to which the right-hand edge of the continuum
can be approached. Other limiting factors may be present in
the personality of the leader or the value system and philos-
ophy of a particular organization, factors which cannot be
described as natural or intrinsic in the same way as the situa-
tional or group constraints.

There are some groups and organizations whose characteristic
working situations (as contrasted to the actual ones they may
be in for 90 per cent of their time) are essentially crisis ones,
where by definition time is short for decisions and the matter
of life or death rests upon prompt decisions from one man, eg
operating theatre teams, fire brigades, police forces, airline
crews and military organizations. Yet such groups are not
always in crisis situations, and for training purposes, if for no
other reason, they need to explore the decision-making scale.
Moreover, although it is not always possible to share decisions

Functional Leadership
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over ends (ie goals, objectives, aims or purpose) it is usually
possible to involve others more or less fully in means (ie
methods, techniques, conditions, and plans).

Rather than engaging in the fruitless attempt to establish a
particular spot or ‘style’ on the scale which is ‘best’ we should
see the continuum as a sliding scale, or as a thermometer
marked with boiling and freezing points.4 Where the latter
points fall on the scale will depend upon the characteristic
working situation of the group or organization. There will be a
difference, for example, between an earth-shifting gang of
labourers constructing a motorway and a research group in an
electronics or chemical firm.

CONCLUSION

We can now construct a general idea or integrated concept of a
leader as a person with certain qualities of personality and

Leadership and Motivation
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character, which are appropriate to the general situation and
supported by a degree of relevant technical knowledge and
experience, who is able to provide the necessary functions to
guide a group towards the further realization of its purpose,
while maintaining and building its unity as a team; doing all
this in the right ratio or proportion with the contributions of
other members of the team. The length of this last sentence
clearly precludes it from ever becoming a neat definition, but it
is a framework for drawing together the major strands of
research into the nature of leadership without exhausting the
inherent mystery present in it as in all human relations.

KEY POINTS

� Working groups and organizations are always unique –
each has its own group personality – but all share in common
three areas of need: to achieve the common task, to be held
together as a working unity, and the needs that individuals
bring into the group by virtue of being embodied persons.

� A want is a need that has become conscious. Conscious or
unconscious, our needs are closely linked with our motiva-
tion – why we do things. Two US psychologists, Maslow
and Herzberg, offer maps of how our individual needs
motivate us at work.

� In my philosophy, however, the Individual Needs circle, so
important for motivation, overlaps with the Task and Team
circles. It is an interactive model: each of the circles influ-
ences its two neighbours, and is in turn influenced by
them.

� Therefore there are factors outside the individual – in the
Task and Team – that will influence his or her motivation –
for good or ill. We are not self-contained entities.

Functional Leadership
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� In order for the three areas of need to be met certain key
functions have to be performed, such as planning, initiating
and controlling. They are the responsibility of the leader,
but that doesn’t mean to say the leader does them all. In
groups of more than five there are too many functional acts
required for one person to do.

� A wise leader will involve the team in decision-making as
far as possible, for the more that people share in decisions
that affect their working life the more they are motivated to
carry them out.

Look well into yourself; there is a source which will always
spring up if you will search there.

Marcus Aurelis

Leadership and Motivation
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Most of the changes we think we see in life are merely
truths going in or out of fashion.

Robert Frost

The model at the core of Action-Centred Leadership (ACL) –
the three overlapping circles of Task, Team and Individual –
has become one of the most widely taught concepts in the
world. Its simplicity, coupled with its proven track record as a
basis for leadership training courses, commends it to manage-
ment developers. Many now use it to integrate a number of
other concepts, ideas and practices which can be grouped
under the heading of ‘the human side of enterprise’. The ACL
model is now acknowledged to be the equivalent in this field
to Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity in physics. For it
does identify the three main forces at work in working groups
and organizations, and it charts (by way of a Venn diagram of

Action-Centred
Leadership
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the three circles) their main interrelationships with a degree of
predictive accuracy.

This simplicity, however, is deceptive. True simplicity is
different from the simplistic or superficial. Einstein’s words
warn us against such a reduction: ‘Everything should be made
as simple as possible, but not more simple’ he once said.

As this book reveals, the three-circle model contains surprising
depths of meaning to those who are willing to think and reflect
about it. But it is a great mistake to reduce my original concept
of ACL down to just the three circles, however central and
pivotal they may be to the whole. Many books which repro-
duce the three circles, and many organizations that purport to
teach ACL, do tend to pick out the three-circles diagram
because it is so distinctive. But they then skate over, or leave
out altogether, other ingredients in the original ACL com-
plex of ideas which I regard as essential. This can lead to
distortion.

Indeed the originality of ACL lay not in its parts but in their
integration into a whole which is more than their parts and in
the application of them to training. By being brought into a
new relation with one another those parts have undergone
varying degrees of transformation, which is inevitable in any
creative work.

But they have not lost their identity. And it has been my habit
to name the parts and discuss them when talking to profes-
sional audiences.

THE WIDER ACL FRAMEWORK

Let me now list for you the constituent parts of the wider ACL
general theory, as a preface to commenting briefly upon some
of them:

Leadership and Motivation
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� Qualities Approach to Leadership.

� Situational Approach to Leadership.

� Group or Functional Approach to Leadership.

� Task, Group (or Team) and Individual Needs.

� The Theories of Maslow and Herzberg on motivation (in
relation to the Individual Needs circle).

� The Three-Circles Model.

� How the circles – or areas of need – interact.

� Functions of Leadership.

� How far should leadership be shared? In the Task area, for
example, how far should the leader share decisions? The
Tannenbaum and Schmidt model.

� Drawing the threads together: the integrated functional (or
ACL) concept of leadership.

� The Levels of Leadership – Team, Operational and Stra -
tegic.

Since the inception of ACL that framework has been constant.
That is what I have taught, in season and out of season. But in
the outside world the parts themselves (which were self-
evidently not my own creations) have suffered varying
changes. They have fallen from vogue or risen again as fash-
ions change. Let us look at some of those changes as measured
against the constant message of ACL.

Action-Centred Leadership
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THE QUALITIES APPROACH

The Qualities Approach, for example, was universally unpop-
ular after the Second World War among management theorists
and social psychologists. The idea that leadership might char-
acterize one person rather than another, not least because he or
she possessed leadership qualities, was then deeply unfashion-
able in the United States among social scientists (as they then
liked to be called) for cultural reasons. The ACL general theory
was virtually unique in those days in retaining it as a contribu-
tory source to our understanding of leadership.

The false assumptions latent in the US understanding of lead-
ership were indeed challenged by a few individuals, notably
William H Whyte in The Organizational Man (1955). A decade
later A H Maslow visited several organizations in California
and commented:

What I smell here is again some of the democratic dogma and
piety in which all people are equal and in which the concep-
tion of a factually strong person or natural leader or dominant
person or superior intellect or superior decisiveness or what-
ever is bypassed because it makes everybody uncomfortable
and because it seems to contradict the democratic philosophy
(of course, it does not really contradict it).1

It took more than another decade before US behavioural scien-
tists, such as Warren Bennis and Bernard Bass, backtracked to
the Qualities Approach. Then a spate of books on leadership
poured from the US presses discussing the qualities required
in leaders. In a sense this change of heart was market-led.
What happened? Reeling under fierce competition from
Japanese companies, corporate United States began to look
for better leadership from their chief executives. They needed
someone with a sense of direction at the helm to guide
them through the stormy waters of uncertainty. One or two
US writers began to study the qualities of such leaders as
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Lee Iacocca at Chrysler or Jack Welch of General Electric and
suddenly the floodgates were opened and it was permissible
once more in the United States to speak about leaders as
unusual or gifted individuals.

In original ACL theory the first principle about the qualities of
leaders suggests that they tend to possess (or should exem-
plify) the qualities expected or admired in their work groups.
Physical courage, for example, does not make you into a mili-
tary leader, but you cannot be one without it. A large part of
the popularity of President Reagan, to give a second example,
stemmed from the fact that many Americans saw him as
personifying the core US characteristics and values. This point
does suggest a powerful link between leadership and given
work situations (such as engineering, nursing, or teaching),
and may help to explain why the transfer of leadership from
one field to another is often so difficult.

The British tradition on leadership has always emphasized the
moral qualities of a good leader, such as moral courage and
integrity. I cannot recollect ever talking about leadership
without mentioning the importance of integrity. For, as Lord
Slim said, integrity is the quality which makes people trust
you. ‘Trust being lost,’ wrote the Roman historian Livy, ‘all the
social intercourse of men is brought to naught.’

From the beginning I also suggested that enthusiasm was a
leadership quality, simply because I could not think of any
leader I had met or read about who lacked it. Again, research
over the last 30 years has amply confirmed that intuitive
conclusion.

What I suggested at the end of the section on the Qualities
Approach in my seminars was that you could – and should –
go on thinking about the qualities of leadership for the rest of
your life. There are always more facets of the diamond. Each
leader you encounter may exhibit some particular quality or
combination of qualities.
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One particular methodological problem over qualities research
has now been solved. The early US researchers compared some
of the lists of qualities – such as initiative, perseverance,
courage – which emerged from empirical research on leader-
ship in order to see which words appeared on all or most lists.
They found little or no agreement. For example, one classic
survey of 20 experimental studies revealed that only 5 per cent
of the leadership qualities examined were common to four or
more studies. High intelligence came top; it appeared in 10
lists, followed by initiative which was mentioned in six of
them. As there are some 17,000 words in the English language
relating to personality and character there seemed to be plenty
of choice and ample margin for error. These researchers were
in fact victims of what philosophers have called the word-
concept fallacy. Two words – such as perseverance and persistence
– may be different, but they belong to the same family of
meaning, the same concept. The researchers should have been
fishing with wider meshed nets. For they should have been
seeking clusters of meanings or concepts.

The mention of integrity on ACL courses has often provoked
interesting discussions about the values of leadership. Was
Hitler a good leader? How about Genghis Khan? What the
research which went into my book Great Leaders (1989) has
shown is that the English tradition concerning leadership
(from whence sprang the US tradition) was fundamentally
moral in complexion. Both the Graeco-Roman leadership
tradition and the Biblical-Christian leadership tradition carried
moral genes with them when grafted onto the existing tribal
tradition of the nascent European nations. They held up the
ideal of being a good leader and a leader for good. The same
can be said for the great Chinese tradition of thought on lead-
ership as exemplified by Confucius and Mencius.

It is true that a different message emanated from Machiavelli
in the 16th century, but this godless Italian doctrine was never
accepted into the mainstream of the Western tradition
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concerning leadership. The moral qualities approach – based
upon Aristotle’s four virtues: justice, prudence, fortitude and
temperance – was far too deep-seated. Even in The Path to
Leadership (1961) Field-Marshall Lord Montgomery could refer
with approval to them. For this reason leaders in the Western
culture who pursue immoral ends, or employ cynical,
Machiavellian manipulation to achieve their ends, are unlikely
to enjoy more than a brief success. Hitler did not last.

THE SITUATIONAL APPROACH

The situational approach, or contingency theory as it is now
called, enjoyed a vogue in the 1960s mainly as a result of the
work of Professor F E Fiedler of the University of Illinois and
his associates. They studied the extent to which leadership
veered towards the two poles of ‘task oriented‘ and ‘consid-
erate’ (or ‘human relations’) and tried to predict the circum-
stances in which one of these leadership ‘styles’ would be more
effective than the other. Factors such as group composition, the
degree of structuring in the task, and the ‘position power’ of
the leader came into play. Fiedler believed that: ‘We can
improve the effectiveness of leadership by accurate diagnosis
of the group-task situation and by altering the leader’s work
environment.’2

Like so many ideas and models, despite much revised work on
the variables in the situation, Fiedler’s work has not stood the
test of time. It is now of little interest, except to specialists in
the history of psychological research. But of course the idea
that the influence of the situation pervades leadership is by no
means out of date. ACL theory has always made four points
under the heading of the Situational Approach:

� Situations are partly constant and partly variable. For
example, working in a bank has a continuity and a unique-
ness compared with, say, working in a hospital. This is true
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of all fields, for they are all unique. But there has been much
change in banking (as in all other fields). So it’s a partly
constant, partly changing situation.

� Leaders personify or exemplify (or should do so) the quali-
ties expected or required in their working groups. This
principle clearly links leadership to particular working
situations.

� The Situational Approach highlights the importance of
knowledge in leadership. There are three forms of authority
in human affairs: the authorities of position, knowledge
and personality. The latter in its extreme form is what is
correctly called ‘charisma’. Knowledge is especially impor-
tant. As the proverb says, ‘Authority flows to him who
knows.’ As I discovered in writing Great Leaders, it was
Socrates who advanced for the first time the theory that
knowledge was the key to the door of leadership.

� Some people, however, who acquire considerable technical
or professional knowledge, and are specialists in a partic-
ular kind of work, are not perceived by their colleagues or
subordinates as leaders. In other words, there is more to
leadership than technical knowledge. It is this more
general or transferable aspect that the Qualities Approach
attempted – with only partial success – to analyse and
define.

In summarizing at the end of a talk on leadership I have
usually made the point that a leader should possess knowl-
edge, which will be partly technical or specialist and partly
general. The more general leadership or management knowl-
edge will include: an understanding of people and what moti-
vates them; some knowledge of the Qualities, Situational and
Functional Approaches to leadership; some knowledge of the
process of effective thinking in its three applied forms – deci-
sion-making, problem-solving and creative thinking – so that
one can guide a group in the process of making a decision,
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solving a problem or having new ideas; and, lastly, some
knowledge about the principles and practice of good commu-
nication at interpersonal, group and organizational levels. Of
course I am using ‘knowledge’ here to mean not only ‘knowing
about’ in an academic sense of knowing facts, but the know-
ledge that can only be expressed in what you do and what you
are.

Where does that leave us over the key issue of transfer? ACL
theory suggests that a leader should have some degree of tech-
nical or professional knowledge. (That, incidentally, sets it
apart from one popular version of the concept of management,
which assumes that a manager once trained is equipped to
manage in any kind of organization.)

It’s a question of level really. At the team leadership level, tech-
nical or professional knowledge is clearly very important.
Nobody is going to respect a leader who manifestly does not
know what he or she is talking about. The ‘leader’ of an
orchestra, for example, must be able to play the violin and lead
the strings. At the operational and strategic levels of leadership,
where the more general kinds of leadership knowledge
become more important, the degree of technical or specialist
knowledge required is smaller although none the less impor-
tant. The conductor of an orchestra, to continue that example,
does not have to be a good instrumentalist.

Transfer within a general field, such as industry or commerce,
must be contrasted to transfer between general fields, such as
military to politics, or industry to hospitals. Obviously the
former is relatively more easy. A chief executive moving from
company to company takes with him or her (or should do so) a
transferable cluster of leadership skills – including decision-
making and communication know-how – and also a transfer-
able cluster of business abilities, notably in finance and
marketing. All that remains to be learnt is the particular tech-
nology involved in the product or service. What matters now is
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speed of learning. A good strategic leader will soon acquire all
that he or she needs to know. Lack of background knowledge
can be turned into an advantage in so far as it keeps you out of
the engine room when you should be on the bridge. Getting
involved unnecessarily in detail is one of the failings of those
who rise to the top in their own fields.

INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

As far as I know, Maslow did not himself actually use a
diagram to illustrate his hierarchy of needs. The familiar
model in the shape of a pyramid must therefore have been a
later addition, but it is now commonplace in textbooks on
management.
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Figure 2.1 The pyramid model of human needs
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Unfortunately this way of presenting Maslow’s hierarchy
makes it look as if our greatest needs are in the lower ranges,
and that they narrow in size as you progress up the pyramid.
But physiological needs, for example, are limited: you can only
eat so many meals a day. In fact there are fewer limitations the
further up you go. Therefore, it you persist with the pyramid
model, it makes more sense to invert it thus:

I have left the diagram open-ended at the top in order to
suggest that there may be another level of need beyond self-
actualization, namely the need to transcend oneself. As we
shall see later, Maslow virtually reached that important conclu-
sion himself towards the end of his life.
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Figure 2.2 The inverted pyramid of human needs
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Be that as it may, the visual difficulties of the pyramid in its
original form are obviated if the diagram of boxes in ascending
size (p. 10) is used. It has always seemed to me the better way
of representing Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
FUNCTIONS

The list of leadership functions (see p. 13) originated as my
synthesis of the task and maintenance functions taught in the US
‘group dynamics laboratories’ in the late 1950s. Apart from
being in two lists instead of one the US compilations had the
added disadvantage I have mentioned already, namely that
they were redolent of the ‘group laboratory’ situation: leader-
less groups with no other goal but ‘to become a group’ over a
two-week period. As I was using the functional list as a basis
for training real leaders in real situations the list had to be
made generally applicable. For example, a function such as
summarizing assumes importance in leading a discussion-
group, but it is a relatively minor skill if one is looking at the
leadership functions required in a strategic leader.

The connection between the list that I produced from these
sources and Henri Fayol’s classic list of functions was soon
noted.

Fayol, who was born in 1841, was a French mining engineer
and became the director of a large group of coal pits before
retiring in 1918. He published General and Industrial Administra -
tion two years earlier, but the first English translation of it did
not appear until 1949. In it Fayol divided the activities of an
industrial company into six main groups:

Technical – production, manufacture, adaptation.
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Commercial – buying, selling, exchange.

Financial – search for an optimum use of capital.

Security – protection of property and people.

Accounting – stocktaking, balance sheet, costs, statistics.

Administration – forecasting and planning, organizing,
commanding, co-ordinating and control-
ing.

Fayol defined the function of command as ‘getting the organi-
zation going’ and he gives some examples of what it means in
practice. A person in command should:

� Have a thorough knowledge of employees.

� Eliminate the incompetent.

� Be well versed in the agreements binding the business and
its employees.

� Set a good example.

� Conduct periodic audits of the organization and use
summarized charts to further this review.

� Bring together his chief assistants by means of conferences
at which unity of direction and focusing of effort are
provided for.

� Not become engrossed in detail.

� Aim at making unity, energy, initiative and loyalty prevail
among all employees.
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Fayol’s analysis of managing in terms of functions has been
subjected to much critical discussion. L F Urwick, an early
British exponent of Fayol’s theory, in his The Elements of
Administration (1947), substituted the English word ‘leader-
ship’ for Fayol’s ‘command’.

The ACL general theory provides a natural framework for
Fayol’s pioneering work. In it Fayol’s list of functions could be
developed in such a way as to ensure that all three areas of
need – task, team or group, and individual – are met. It points
out that a classic function such as planning, which may seem to
be merely a task function, in fact influences both the other
areas of need for good or ill. Moreover, Fayol is brought up to
date by the addition of some more general functions in the
team-building and team maintenance area, as well as func-
tional responses to the individual needs circle.

THE DECISION-MAKING CONTINUUM

The Tannenbaum and Schmidt continuum, which first
appeared in the Harvard Business Review, was always integral
to the ACL general theory. It has a direct link with motivation
for the reason given, namely that the more that people share in a
decision which affects their working life the more they tend to be
motivated to carry it out. This is a fundamental principle in moti-
vation.

In the United States after 1960 (the date when I first encoun-
tered it there) the Tannenbaum and Schmidt chart slipped
gradually into relative obscurity. The authors did produce a
revised version of it in the Harvard Business Review, but their
second thoughts obscured rather than enhanced the value of
the original model.

In Britain the Tannenbaum and Schmidt continuum was the
subject of academic research which has greatly enhanced its
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standing. It is now clear that people do expect leaders to be
consistent in personality and character (for integrity suggests
loyalty to standards outside oneself), yet flexible when it comes
to decision-making. So that an effective leader, it has been
shown, will make decisions on different points of the
continuum during a single working day and be right each
time. For he or she will be taking into account – consciously or
subconsciously – such factors as the knowledge, motivation
and experience of the group or individual concerned, the time
available, whether or not issues of life-and-death are involved,
and the values of the particular organization. No leader or
manager gets it right every time, but training can help to cut
down dramatically the number of times that inappropriate
choices on the decision-making continuum are made.

THE LEVELS OF LEADERSHIP

Leadership exists on different levels. There is the team level,
where the leader is in charge of 10 to 15 people. The opera-
tional leader is responsible for a significant part of the busi-
ness, such as a business unit, division or key functional
department. Invariably operational leaders have more than
one team leader reporting to them.

At the strategic level, the leader, often the CEO, is leading the
whole organization. ‘Strategic leadership’, a phrase I coined in
1970, is actually an expansion of the original, for in Greek,
‘strategy’ is made up of two words: ‘stratos’, a large body of
people, and the ‘-egy’ ending, which means leadership.
Strategy is the art of leading a large body of people.

The key to achieving sustainable business success is to have
excellence in leadership at all three levels. Strategic, opera-
tional and team leaders need to work harmoniously together
as the organization’s leadership team.
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The three-circle model and the principles of leadership apply
at all three levels, but obviously complexity increases the
higher up you go. For the seven key functions of a strategic
leader, see my Effective Strategy in Leadership (2002).

KEY POINTS

� Although the three-circle model and the linked functions of
leadership form the centre of my practical philosophy,
there are some important satellites: the Qualities and
Situational Approaches, Maslow and Herzberg, the
Decision-making Continuum, and the concept of the three
levels of leadership.

� Enthusiasm, integrity, the combination of toughness or
demandingness and fairness, humanity and warmth,
humility (openness and lack of arrogance): these are some
of the generic qualities of a good leader – and a leader for
good.

� The Situational Approach highlights the influence of the
characteristic working situation of a group or organization
on who is chosen to occupy the role of leader. Technical or
professional knowledge is a major strand in authority.

� Maslow’s Hierarchy suggests some of the main needs that
we have as individual human beings. Many of them are
met in full or part by participating in working teams.

� The concept of leadership functions as set out in ACL is
illuminated by comparing it with Henri Fayol’s pioneering
attempt at analysing management in functional terms. You
can see what a difference it makes to have today’s knowl-
edge of the three circles.
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� Decision-making can be shared by a leader with a team
within the limits defined by the situation. This has impor-
tant implications for motivation. For the more we share in
decisions that affect our working life the more we tend to
be motivated to implement them.

� Leadership exists at different levels – team, operational and
strategic. The secret of having a highly motivated and top-
performing organization is to have excellence in leadership
at all levels.

� What I discovered, it is now generally recognized, is the
universal or generic role of leader. That brought with it the
immense practical benefit that we can now select and,
given that the potential is there, train people to be leaders.

The lantern carrier should go ahead.

Japanese proverb
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No man does anything from a single motive.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge

You may probably have come across the Pareto Principle in
your study of management. The Pareto Principle, named after
an Italian economist, states that the significant items of a given
group form a relatively small part of the total. For example, 20
per cent of the sales forces will bring in 80 per cent of the busi-
ness. As that ratio seems to hold true in many areas, it is often
called the 80/20 rule or the concept of ‘the vital few and trivial
many’. I came across it in the context of time management: 80
per cent of your really productive and creative work will be
done in 20 per cent of your time.

It occurred to me that a similar principle is at work in the field
of motivation, which could be formulated thus:

The Fifty-Fifty Rule
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Fifty per cent of motivation comes from within a person and
50 per cent from his or her environment, especially from the
leadership encountered there.

The Fifty-Fifty Rule in motivation does not claim to identify
the different proportions in the equation exactly. It is more like
a rough-and-ready rule of thumb. In effect is says no more than
that a substantial part of motivation lies within a person while
a substantial part lies, so to speak, outside and beyond control.

A child, for example, might have a potential interest in science
and be generally ambitious to do well at school and go to
university. But the Fifty-Fifty Rule comes into play. Fifty per
cent of the child’s progress will depend upon the academic
quality of the school and in particular upon the personality
and ability of the science teacher. A great schoolteacher has
been defined as ‘one whose actual lessons may be forgotten,
but whose living enthusiasm is a quickening, animating and
inspiring power’.1

The Fifty-Fifty Rule does have the benefit of reminding leaders
that they have a key part to play – for good or ill – in the moti-
vation of people at work. Fortunately (or unfortunately) not all
the cards are in their hands, for they are dealing with people
who are self-motivating in various degrees. The art of leader-
ship is to work with the natural grain of the particular wood of
humanity which comes to hand. Selection is important, for – in
the blunt words of the Spanish proverb – ‘You cannot carve
rotten wood.’

I have set out the Fifty-Fifty Rule early in this book because
you should bear it in mind when reading the theories of
Maslow and Herzberg on motivation. Both of these men were
professors of psychology in universities and both subscribed
to an exceptionally individualistic philosophy. It is not too
much of an exaggeration to say that their principle would be
that 90 per cent of motivation lies within the individual.
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Herzberg might have added that the environment and the
supervision within it (he never used the word ‘leadership’) has
power to demotivate or dissatisfy people, but he accorded
managers no power to motivate them.

According to the ACL general theory, however, and the Fifty-
Fifty Rule, both Maslow and Herzberg were overstating the
case. Apart from our individual needs there are other needs
emanating from the common task and the group or organiza-
tion involved which have at least a potential motivational
influence upon us. The value, worthwhileness or importance
of the work we are doing, in the context of a changing and
challenging environment, can enlist our deepest interest and
engage our purposive energy. Leaders are often interpreters to
us of the hidden values, needs and challenges of our daily
work.

Contrary to the general tenor of Maslow and Herzberg,
then, 50 per cent of our motivation lies without us. That
does not, of course, mean that it is pointless to study the 
work of these two thinkers. Their contribution lies in the
two sketchmaps they have given us of the internal needs
and motivations that individuals bring with them into the
working situation, and which are to some extent or other met
by work.

Before Maslow and Herzberg it was of course known that indi-
viduals have needs which connect with motives. But what
these two US thinkers contributed were sketchmaps of how
these needs relate to one another. Maslow’s sketchmap is more
general and more original. Herzberg’s sketchmap, however,
has the merit of applying Maslow’s thought to the industrial
situation. Herzberg’s dichotomy of human needs into satisfiers
and dissatisfiers, or motivational and hygiene factors, has – as
we shall see – some validity. But its chief merit is as a teaching
device: if things are presented to us in terms of black-or-white
even the most purblind will notice the difference, while a
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presentation in terms of various shades of grey may make little
impact.

There is also a valuable teaching element in the Fifty-Fifty
Rule. You may recall the old proverb, ‘There are no bad
soldiers, only bad officers.’ Now as a statement this is not
really true. There are bad soldiers. But it’s a very good
maximum to teach young officers, for it puts them on their
mettle. It invites them to examine themselves and their own
leadership before blaming the troops. Thus it inoculates them
against one form of rationalization.

‘Mutiny, Sir! Mutiny in my ship!’ exclaimed Nelson’s friend
Admiral Collingwood when told that the complaints of some
men amounted to mutiny. ‘If it can have arrived at that, it must
be my fault and the fault of every one of my officers.’

The same maxim applies to young or older managers. If there
is an industrial strike how many chief executives and
managers would begin like Collingwood by blaming them-
selves and questioning their collective leadership? ‘If you are
not part of the solution you are part of the problem.’ The Fifty-
Fifty Rule is an invitation to get your part in the motivational
relationship right.

Doubtless, like the Pareto Principle, other applications of the
Fifty-Fifty Rule will soon be discovered. As I have already
mentioned in Effective Teambuilding (1986), it applies to the rela-
tive values of leadership and teamwork: 50 per cent of success
depends on the team and 50 per cent on the leader. Again these
are not scientific proportions. But they do indicate just how
substantial is each contribution, regardless of that made by the
other party. Here the Fifty-Fifty Rule challenges the leader (or
team or individual team member) to get his or her part right
first before criticizing the quality of contribution of the other
party. It is the ultimate cure to the ‘Us and Them’ disease of
organizations.
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We could apply the same principle to the Nature versus
Nurture debate. About half our destiny depends upon inher-
ited characteristics or tendencies; the other half depends upon
what we (or others) make of them. In the second part of that
proposition lies the real challenge to parents and teachers.
Certainly that applies in the leadership field. The idea that
leaders are born and not made is a half truth. The full truth is
that they are (about) half born and (more-or-less) half made –
by experience and thought, by training and practice. This
mixture of self-teaching and teaching by others of course takes
a lifetime. For paradoxically it takes a long time to become a
natural leader.

The Fifty-Fifty Rule ties in well with the meaning of the word
‘motivation’. In fact it is a relatively new word, being intro-
duced from the United States in the 1940s. Like the native
English word ‘motive’ it can be used as a neutral explanation
of cause: what motivated him to commit the murder? Or it can
indicate a conscious desire or inculcate a desire for something
or other: students motivated to learn by the encouragement of a
good teacher.

The main US dictionary defines motivation in this second
sense rather inaccurately as ‘to provide with a motive’, for the
elements of motive energy can be there already. Motivation is
closer in meaning to the older English concept of motivity: the
power of initiating or producing movement. All these words –
motive, motivation, motivity – come from the Latin verb ‘to
move’. What moves us to action may come from within or
from without, or – more commonly – from some combination
of inner impulse or proclivity on the one hand and outer situa-
tions or stimuli on the other.

The merit, then, of ‘motivation’ as a word is that it fits perfectly
the Fifty-Fifty Rule. For it covers both what happens inside
individuals in terms of wanting to do something and also what
happens outside them as they are influenced by others or by
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circumstances. When someone is motivating you, he or she is
consciously or unconsciously seeking to change the strength
and/or direction of your motive energy.

This second aspect of motivation does raise an ethical issue. As
I have suggested above, we are actually dependent in varying
degrees upon outside stimulation of various kinds in all
aspects of our mental life, not least our motivation. But this
human dependency on others can be used for our own ends.
How does legitimate influence differ from manipulation?

To manipulate someone means to control or play upon him or
her by artful, unfair or insidious means, especially to one’s
own advantage. Therefore there are two aspects of manipula-
tion: the means and the ends. If it is your purpose and not a
common purpose that is being served, you are running into the
danger of manipulation. If the means you employ to motivate
others are hidden from them or seek to bypass their conscious
minds, then one is becoming a manipulator rather than a moti-
vator.

Motivating others, therefore, should not be confused with
manipulatory practices used by strong personalities to domi-
nate weaker ones. Leadership exists in its most natural form
among equals. It is not the same as domination or the exercise
of power. True leaders respect the integrity of others. Bosses
demand respect; leaders give respect. Granted such a relation-
ship, based upon mutual trust and supported by a common
sense of justice or fairness, then it is part of the responsibility of
leaders to stir up enthusiasm for the common task.

KEY POINTS

� Maslow and Herzberg, the best-known theorists on moti-
vation in the field of management studies, conceived moti-
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vation as an individual’s response to an unfolding pattern
of inner needs, ranging from food and safety to achieve-
ment and self-fulfilment. ‘A satisfied need ceases to moti-
vate,’ said Maslow.

� Although there is truth in their theory it is wrong to see
individuals in this atomistic way, for we are more like open
systems than closed boxes.

� Both Maslow and Herzberg were driven by a set of human-
istic values that made the self-realization of the individual
the supreme good in life. They wanted work to serve that
end, not frustrate it. They saw only one circle – Indivi-
dual Needs. ‘Job enrichment’, the restructuring of jobs to
allow for the higher needs to be met, was their answer
to the problem of motivation. They had no concept of lead-
ership.

� With the discovery of the three circles we now know where
Maslow and Herzberg went wrong. The Task and the Team
circles create needs as well as the Individual, and they are
important ingredients in motivation.

� From the three circles stems the 50/50 Principle. Fifty per
cent of our motivation comes from within us and 50 per
cent from without us – from our environment, especially
the people around us. (These proportions are indicative
rather than mathematical; they may vary from person to
person.)

� Within these critical ‘external’ factors the nature and
quality of the leadership present is vitally important; hence
the strong links between leadership and motivation.

When the best leader’s work is done the people say, ‘We did it
ourselves!’

Lao-Tzu

The Fifty-Fifty Rule
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Motives are generally unknown.
Samuel Johnson

Abraham Maslow died in 1970, having spent most of his long
working life as lecturer and professor in psychology at
Brandeis University in the State of New York. From an intellec-
tual standpoint, Maslow’s most formative years were those
which he had spent in the late 1930s in New York, then, as he
later declared, ‘beyond a doubt, the centre of the psychological
universe of that time.’1 His preceding studies at the University
of Wisconsin had included comparative and experimental
psychology, biology and neurophysiology. In New York he
concentrated upon the study of psycho-analysis under Erich
Fromm, and he was himself analysed by Emil Oberholzer,
which he judged to be ‘the best learning experience of all’. But
discussions with Alfred Adler not only introduced him to

Maslow’s Hierarchy
of Needs
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some of the shortcomings of the various forms of the Freudian
theory, but also gave him a lasting sense that Adler’s own
contribution had been insufficiently appreciated by US psy -
cholo gists.

Besides the analytical school, Maslow also studied the two
other incipient schools in the contemporary psychology of his
day, which he named respectively the ‘holistic’ and the
‘cultural’. The word ‘holism’ (from the Greek word for whole)
had been first introduced in 1926 by J C Smuts in his seminal
book Holism and Evolution to describe ‘the principle which
makes for the origin and progress of wholes in the universe’.2

Maslow learnt the application of the holistic approach to
psychology from Max Wertheimer and Kurt Koffka, both
prominent members of the Gestalt school. Later he believed
that he had found a bridge between the holistic and analytic
schools in the teachings of Kurt Goldstein, whose book The
Organism, published in 1939, in particular exerted a profound
and lifelong influence on Maslow.

Apart from investigating the social and cultural aspects of
psychology, primarily with the aid of the anthropologist Ruth
Benedict, Maslow also made a short field study of the
Northern Blackfoot Indians. In addition, he had numerous
conversations with other anthropologists in New York in the
1930s, such as Margaret Mead. But a list of his 19 publications
in that decade shows that his own academic work was still
experimental in orientation, and largely concerned with
aspects of the behaviour of monkeys and apes. His interest in
social anthropology does not appear to have gone very deep.

In 1954, Maslow (by then at Brandeis University) published a
volume of articles and papers, of which all but five had been
published in the preceding 13 years, under the title Motivation
and Personality. Maslow had planned this collection in advance
to be a synthesis of the analytical, Gestalt and social anthropo-
logical schools, feeling that they were ‘intrinsically related to

Maslow and Herzberg
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each other, and that they were subaspects of a single, larger,
encompassing whole’. He also hoped that together they would
help to make ‘more meaningful’ his earlier work in experi-
mental psychology. ‘Furthermore,’ he added, ‘I felt they would
enable me to serve better my humanistic aims.’

‘A Theory of Motivation’, which appears as Chapter 5 in
Maslow’s book and has been quite the most influential paper
in the volume so far, was first published as an article in the
Psychological Review in 1943, and it has been reprinted many
times since then. The major theme of the theory was
announced in the preceding chapter, which was also published
as a separate article in 1943:

Man is a wanting animal and rarely reaches a state of
complete satisfaction except for a short time. As one desire is
satisfied, another pops up to take its place. When this is satis-
fied, still another comes into the foreground, etc. It is charac-
teristic of the human being throughout his whole life that he is
practically always desiring something. We are faced then with
the necessity of studying the relationships of all the motiva-
tions to each other and we are concomitantly faced with the
necessity of giving up the motivational units in isolation if we
are to achieve the broad understanding that we seek for.

In ‘A Theory of Motivation’ which followed, Maslow sought to
establish ‘some sort of hierarchy of prepotency’ in the realm of
basic human needs, and to comment upon the difference this
hierarchy would make to our understanding of motivation. He
discussed these basic needs and their relationship to one
another under five headings, which are now considered in
turn.

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS

The concept of physiological drives has usually been taken as

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
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the starting point for motivational theory. Maslow advocated
the use of the word ‘need’ as an alternative to ‘drive’, basing
his case on the notion of physical homeostasis, the body’s
natural effort to maintain a constant normal state of the blood-
stream, coupled with the finding that appetites in the sense of
preferential choices of good are a fairly efficient indicator of
actual deficiencies in the body. Not all physiological needs
were homeostatic, for the list could be extended to include
sexual desire, sleepiness, sheer activity and maternal behav-
iour in animals. Indeed, if a growing loss of specificity in
description were acceptable, he held that it would be possible
to extend the list of physiological needs very considerably.

For two reasons Maslow considered the physical needs to be
unique rather than typical of the basic human needs. First, they
could be regarded as relatively independent of one another
and other orders of need. Second, in the classic cases of hunger,
thirst and sex, there was a localized physical base for the need.
Yet this relative uniqueness could be be equated with isolation:
the physiological needs might serve as channels for all sorts of
other needs as well. The man who thinks he is hungry, for
example, may be looking for security rather than carbohy-
drates or proteins.

If a man becomes chronically short of food and water he
becomes dominated by the desire to eat and to drink, and his
concern for other needs tends to be swept away. Thus the
physiological needs are the most prepotent of all needs. What
this prepotence means precisely is that the human being who is
missing everything in life in an extreme fashion will still tend
to seek satisfaction for his or her physiological needs rather
than any others. Under such temporary dominance a person’s
whole attitude to the future may undergo change: ‘For our
chronically and extremely hungry man, Utopia can be defined
simply as a place where there is plenty of food … Such a man
may fairly be said to live by bread alone.’

Maslow and Herzberg
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Supposing, however, a person has plenty of food guaranteed
to him or her in the foreseeable future? Then, declared Maslow,
another unsatisfied need emerges to dominate the organism.
In other words, a satisfied want ceases to motivate. If a person
has an endless supply of bread, at once other needs emerge
and they supersede the physiological needs in dominating the
organism. And when these in turn are satisfied, yet higher
needs emerge, and so on. This is what Maslow meant by
asserting that the basic human needs are organized into a hier-
archy of relative prepotency.

Maslow entered an early caveat against a possible misinterpre-
tation of his theory by advancing the hypothesis that individ-
uals in whom a certain need had always been gratified would
be the best equipped to tolerate a later frustration in that area.
On the other hand, those who had been deprived would
respond in a different way to eventual satisfaction than those
who had been more fortunate in their younger days.

THE SAFETY NEEDS

When the physiological needs are relatively well satisfied, a
new set of needs emerges centred upon the safety of the
organism. Owing to the inhibition by adults of any signs of
reaction to threat or danger this aspect of human behaviour is
more easily observed in children, who react in a total manner
to any sudden disturbance, such as being dropped, startled by
loud noises, flashing lights, by rough handling, or by inade-
quate support.

Maslow found other indications for the need of safety in a
child‘s preference for routine or rhythm, for a predictable and
orderly world. Injustice, unfairness or lack of consistency in
the parents seem to make a child feel anxious and unsafe. ‘This
attitude may be not so much because of the injustice per se or
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any particular pains involved; but rather because this treat-
ment threatens to make the world look unreliable, or unsafe, or
unpredictable.’ The consensus of informed opinion held that
children thrived best upon a limited permissiveness, for they
need an organized or structured world. The sight of strange,
unfamiliar or uncontrollable objects, illness or death can elicit
fear responses in children. ‘Particularly at such times, the
child’s frantic clinging to his parents is eloquent testimony to
their role as protectors (quite apart from their roles as food
givers and love givers).’

In adults we may observe expressions of the safety needs in the
common desire for employment and with security of tenure,
pension and insurance schemes, and the improvement of
safety conditions at work. Another attempt to seek safety and
stability in the world may be seen in the very common prefer-
ence for familiar rather than unfamiliar things, or for the
known rather than the unknown. Maslow added also the
common suggestion that the appeal of religions and philoso-
phies, which organize the universe and the people in it into
some sort of coherent whole, may in part stem from this
universal human need for safety and security.

Neurotic individuals may be characterized as adults who have
retained their childish attitudes to the world. They perceive the
world as hostile, overwhelming and threatening. Their urge
towards safety or escape may take the form of a search for
some strong all-powerful protector, or become a frantic effort
to order the world so that no unexpected or unfamiliar dangers
will ever appear. All sorts of ceremonials, rules and formulas
might be employed so that every possible contingency is
guarded against. Doubtless, however, Maslow would have
allowed that rituals and rules could perform quite different
functions for healthy or mature people.

Maslow and Herzberg
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THE SOCIAL NEEDS

If the physiological and safety needs are met, then the needs
for love, affection and belongingness emerge as the dominant
centre of motivation. The person concerned will feel keenly the
absence of friends, wife or children; he will strive for affec-
tionate relations with people and for ‘a place in his group’.

Although Maslow distinguished between love and sex, and he
showed an awareness that love needs to involve both giving
and receiving love, it is an important characteristic of his
psychology that he generally reserved the use of the word
‘love’ for close personal relationships. There is much to be said
for following later practice and calling this set the ‘Social
Needs’.

THE ESTEEM NEEDS

This order includes both the need or desire for a high evalua-
tion of self (self-respect or self-esteem) and for the esteem of
others. Maslow divided them into two subsidiary sets:

� the desire for strength, achievement, adequacy, mastery,
competence, confidence in the face of the world, indepen-
dence, and freedom; and

� the desire for reputation, prestige, status, dominance,
recognition, attention, importance and appreciation.

From theological discussions of hubris as well as from such
sources as the writings of Eric Fromm, Maslow believed that:

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
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we have been learning more and more of the dangers of
basing self-esteem on the opinions of others rather than on
real capacity, competence, and adequacy to the task. The
most stable and therefore most healthy self-esteem is based
on deserved respect from others rather than on external fame
or celebrity and unwarranted adulation.

THE NEED FOR SELF-ACTUALIZATION

Even if all these needs are satisfied [wrote Maslow] we may
still often (if not always) expect that a new discontent and
restlessness will soon develop, unless the individual is doing
what he is fitted for. A musician must make music, an artist
must paint, a poet must write, if he is to be ultimately at peace
with himself. What a man can be, he must be. This need we
may call self-actualization.

This term, first coined by Kurt Goldstein, is being used in
this book in a much more specific and limited fashion. It refers
to man’s desire for self-fulfilment, namely, to the tendency for
him to become actualized in what he is potentially. This
tendency might be phrased as the desire to become more
and more what one is, to become everything that one is
capable of becoming …

The clear emergence of these needs usually rests upon prior
satisfaction of the physiological, safety, love and esteem
needs.2

THE DESIRES TO KNOW AND
UNDERSTAND

Maslow allowed that there were two other sets of needs which
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found no place in the above hierarchical order, and he felt it
necessary to recognize them while make it clear that at present
psychologists had little to say about them. He suggested,
however, that the principle of a hierarchy of prepotency might
also apply in both cases, albeit in a shadowy form. In contem-
porary presentations of Maslow’s theory of needs in manage-
ment education, these two scales are usually and
unfortunately omitted altogether. It should be noted also that
there is some ambiguity about Maslow’s language at this
point. When he wrote about ‘higher needs’ he is sometimes
referring to esteem and self-actualization; at other times,
however, he has in mind the cognitive and aesthetic needs
described below.

Maslow began marshalling the evidence for such desires by
noting the presence of ‘something like human curiosity’ in
monkeys and apes. He continued:

Studies of psychologically healthy people indicate that they
are, as a defining characteristic, attracted to the mysterious,
to the unknown, to the chaotic, unorganized, and unex-
plained. This seems to be a per se attractiveness; these areas
are in themselves and of their own right interesting. The
contrasting reaction to the well-known is one of boredom.

The gratification of the cognitive impulses is subjectively satis-
fying. Moreover, 

even after we know, we are impelled to know more and more
minutely and microscopically on the one hand, and on the
other, more and more extensively in the direction of a world
philosophy, theology etc. The facts that we acquire, if they are
isolated or atomistic, inevitably get theorized about, and either
analysed or organized or both. This process has been
phrased by some as the search for meaning. We shall then
postulate a desire to understand, to systematize, to organize,
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to analyse, to look for relations and meanings, to construct a
system of values.

Maslow concluded with a warning against making a too sharp
dichotomy between the cognitive and the conative (or basic
needs) hierarchies.

THE AESTHETIC NEEDS

Maslow was convinced that:

in some individuals there is a truly basic aesthetic need. They
get sick (in special ways) from ugliness, and are cured by
beautiful surroundings; they crave actively, and their cravings
can be satisfied only by beauty. It is seen almost universally in
healthy children. Some evidence of such as impulse is found
in every culture and in every age as far back as the cavemen.

The conative, cognitive and aesthetic needs overlap so much
that it is impossible to separate them sharply.

The needs for order, for symmetry, for closure, for completion
of the art, for system, and for structure may be indiscrimi-
nately assigned either to cognitive, conative, or aesthetic, or
even to neurotic needs.

COPING AND EXPRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR

Lastly, Maslow expounded a useful distinction between
coping (functional striving, purposive goal seeking) and
expressive behaviour which does not try to do anything: ‘it
is simply a reflection of the personality’. As examples of
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expressive or non-functional behaviour, Maslow listed ‘the
random movements of a healthy child, the smile on the face
of a happy man even when he is alone, the springiness of
the healthy man’s walk, and the erectness of his carriage’.
Moreover, the style in which a person behaves may or may
not be expressive. Yet even here Maslow warned against a false
dichotomy: ‘It is finally necessary to stress that expressive-
ness of behaviour and goal-directedness of behaviour are not
mutually exclusive categories. Average behaviour is usually
both.’

KEY POINTS

� Maslow’s classification of needs into five categories –
Physiological, Safety, Social, Esteem and Self-actualization
– is a useful sketchmap for a practical leader. It is an aid to
understanding human nature.

� The more basic needs are stronger, so that when they are
threatened we jump back down the ladder and defend. The
higher needs are weaker, but they are what make us
distinctively human.

� The ‘higher needs’, according to Maslow, included not only
the need to fulfil ourselves but also cognitive and aesthetic
needs – the need to know and to understand. We need
truth as well as beauty in our lives.

� Maslow’s distinction between coping and expressive behav-
iour reflects a seminal insight. An artist is often highly
motivated, but as his or her work is a form of self-expres-
sion it doesn’t feel like work. A picture of motivation that
sees humans as merely moved to achieve goals in response
to external rewards or punishments, like mice in a cage, is a
defective one.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
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No one really knows about other human beings. The best you
can do is to suppose that others are like yourself.

John Steinbeck

Maslow and Herzberg
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All that we do is done with an eye to something else.
Aristotle

Maslow spent his working life as an academic psychologist.
The relatively slight impact that his theory of a hierarchy of
needs made upon other academic psychologists and psychia-
trists can be explained partly by the internal state of those
disciplines in the period of Maslow’s lifetime, dominated as
they had been by the Freudian and behaviourist orthodoxies.
Among those psychologists who have specifically investigated
human motivation in work, some have dismissed the theory
simply as an unfounded hypothesis, while others have given it
a guarded acceptance. There is some measure of agreement
that the lower needs (physiological, safety and social) are

The Application of
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organized into a hierarchy of prepotence, but less agreement
that their satisfaction necessarily leads on to the experience of
esteem and self-actualization needs.1

It is true that Maslow did occasionally make it clear that he
did not regard progression up the hierarchy by means of
satisfaction as an inevitable or inexorable process, but he did
give the general impression that this was his underlying
assumption about human nature, all things being equal. Yet it
would be extremely hard, for example, to demonstrate any
inherent progression from the esteem needs to the need for
self-actualization. But apart from these doubts about the
connections between lower and higher needs, those academic
psychologists and psychiatrists who have read Maslow have
received this theory with cautious but unmistakable interest
as a stimulating if puzzling contribution to our knowledge
of man.

DOUGLAS MCGREGOR’S THEORY X
AND THEORY Y

This very slow growth of interest in the academic world must
be contrasted with the rapid dissemination of Maslow’s ideas
in industry. The person mainly responsible for this work of
popularization was the late Professor Douglas McGregor. Born
in Detroit in 1906, the son of a Presbyterian minister, McGregor
graduated at Wayne University and worked as a social
psychologist at Harvard University before becoming a
professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. As a
management consultant he worked with Standard Oil of New
Jersey, Bell Telephone, Union Carbide and Imperial Chemical
Industries (UK). He had a spell of six years as President of
Antioch College in Ohio but returned to MIT. He was killed in
a car accident in 1962.
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Two years before his death, McGregor published his most
influential book, The Human Side of Enterprise. In the early
chapters he demonstrated with considerable clarity that the
assumptions which managers make about human behaviour
and human nature have a profound effect upon the way they
seek to manage. Apart from his readable style, unusually free
from jargon, McGregor’s clarity stemmed from the fact that he
polarized these assumptions into two clusters of propositions
or theses about human nature, which he called Theory X and
Theory Y.2 Leaving out his explanatory glosses, we can set
them out as follows:

Theory X: The Traditional View of Direction and Control

1. The average human being has an inherent dislike of work
and will avoid it if he or she can.

2. Because of this human characteristic dislike of work, most
people must be coerced, controlled, directed, threatened
with punishment to get them to put forth adequate effort
toward the achievement of organizational objectives.

3. The average human being prefers to be directed, wishes to
avoid responsibility, has relatively little ambition, and
wants security above all.

Theory Y: The Integration of Individual and Organizational
Goals

1. The expenditure of physical and mental effort in work is as
natural as play or rest.

2. External control and the threat of punishment are not
the only means for bringing about effort toward organiza-
tional objectives. People will exercise self-direction and
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self-control in the service of objectives to which they are
committed.

3. Commitment to objectives is a function of the rewards
associated with their achievement.

4. The average human being learns, under proper conditions,
not only to accept but to seek responsibility.

5. The capacity to exercise a relatively high degree of imagi-
nation, ingenuity and creativity in the solution of organiza-
tional problems is widely, not narrowly, distributed in the
population.

6. Under the conditions of modern industrial life, the intellec-
tual potentialities of the average human being are only
partially utilized.

Now McGregor has drawn heavily upon the work of Maslow:
indeed, if one subtracts the Maslow-inspired passages there is
not much left of Theory Y. McGregor had swallowed Maslow’s
theory of a hierarchy of needs hook, line and sinker, but he
digested it into language which industrial and commercial
managers could understand. Moreover, he integrated the
theory with the more traditional preoccupations of manage-
ment by suggesting that the needs of the individual and the
needs of the organization were not inherently incompatible.
Under the third proposition above in the Theory Y cluster, for
example, McGregor commented: ‘The most significant of such
rewards, eg the satisfaction of ego and self-actualization needs,
can be direct products of efforts directed towards organiza-
tional needs.’

If Theory Y rested upon optimistic assumptions about people
buttressed by the writings of Maslow, Theory X, by contrast,
had a darker foundation. In company with many other behav-
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ioural scientists before and since McGregor advanced for the
justification of Theory X what could be called a modern
management myth about the Genesis myth. The deepest roots
of Theory X go down to the Garden of Eden. ‘The punishment
of Adam and Eve for eating the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge
was to be banished from Eden into a world where they had to
work for a living.’ Obviously, McGregor supposed that this
myth lay behind the assumption that a person has an inherent
tendency to avoid work. Without doubting that pessimistic
views of people both exist and exert influence upon human
relationships, we may legitimately question how far these can
be blamed upon such external sources as the Book of Genesis.

THE WIDER DISSEMINATION OF
MASLOW’S IDEAS

McGregor’s writings, still ranked as the most influential of
their genre in the world of industry, and his persuasive lectures
were not the only means by which Maslow’s views have been
propagated to management audiences. His disciples included
such prominent behavioural scientists as Rensis Likert and
Chris Argyris. Likert, as Director of the Institute for Social
Research at Michigan University, studied the effects of
different supervisors on the productivity of those who work
under them, and found a significant correlation between high
production and supervision which helped operatives to do the
job well for their own satisfaction as much as for the attain-
ment of departmental goals.3 Argyris, as Professor of Industrial
Administration at Yale University, tended to stress the element
of conflict between the individual’s and the organization’s
respective needs for self-actualization, but he added his
powerful voice to the chorus advocating practical steps – such
as ‘job enlargement’ and participation in problem solving and
decision-making – for reconciling the two sets of goals.4
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Maslow’s theory also attracted the attention of sociologists as
well as social psychologists. For example, in a study of the atti-
tudes to work of 229 manual workers in Luton factories
(Vauxhall, Skefko Ball Bearings, and Laporte Chemicals) J H
Goldthorpe and his colleagues accepted that attempts to
specify the range and structure of a hierarchy of human needs
along the lines of Maslow might be both legitimate and rele-
vant, but they expressed doubts as to whether or not one could
make easy deductions about these general statements to
particular cases.

There were particular sociological factors behind what they
called the Luton workers’ largely ‘instrumental’ attitude to
their work – looking upon it as an instrument or means
towards relatively high wages:

For wants and expectations are culturally determined vari-
ables, not psychological constants; and from a sociological
standpoint what is in fact of major interest is the variation in
the ways in which groups differently located in the social
structure actually experience and attempt to meet the needs
which at a different level of analysis may be attributed to them
all.5

To social factors we must add such personal variables as
parental upbringing.6 Moreover, where people are in their life
cycle has some influence on what needs are dominant in their
experience as motivating forces.

Goldthorpe’s conclusion matched that of John Mason Brown.
Writing in Esquire he said: ‘Most people spend most of their
days doing what they do not want to do in order to earn the
right, at times, to do what they may desire.’
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THE MORAL ISSUE

For at least some sociologists the discrepancy between
Maslow’s description of human nature and the lack of desire
for self-actualization in some working environments has
raised a moral issue. What place ought work to occupy in
human life, quite apart from the role it may play in such
loaded settings as the Luton factories? What changes – if any –
in the social and cultural milieu should be encouraged, and
why? The British industrial sociologist Alan Fox posed the
issue in the following way:

The broadest division is between those doctrines which seek
to persuade us that work ought to be a central integrating
principle of man’s individual and social being, offering oppor-
tunities of choice, decision, and responsibility, and those who
find no ethical difficulty in seeing its major significance in
terms of its extrinsic outcome.7

Thus the application of Maslow’s theory of a hierarchy of
human needs to the task of understanding attitudes and
behaviour at work in industry has already raised some funda-
mental moral questions about the place of work in life. But this
is a secondary debate, albeit an important one. For even those
who reject the liberal demand that work should now be so
arranged as to allow maximum satisfaction possible in all five
areas of individual need would accept that work should
provide at least the financial means for pursuing the all-impor-
tant goal of self-actualization outside the factory or the office,
namely in leisure activities and family life. Either way the
psychology of self-fulfilment as exemplified by Maslow’s
theory of needs marches on.

In the following chapter I shall consider the theory, researches
and assumptions of Frederick Herzberg. There are two main
reasons for doing so. The first reason is that Herzberg both
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offered what purports to be an alternative theory to that of
Maslow and also claimed that evidence gathered by empirical
methods proves this theory to be true. A second reason is that it
keeps us in touch with the practical concerns of industry. For
Herzberg was a leading exponent of that school which holds
that work should play a central and integral (rather than
instrumental) part in the process of healthy self-actualization,
not simply for the few but for the many employed in industry,
commerce and the public services.

KEY POINTS

� Maslow’s most influential disciple in the field of manage-
ment thought was Douglas McGregor. He showed that the
assumptions, often unconscious, which managers make
about human nature have a deep influence on how they
actually treat people. He polarized these assumptions into
Theory X and Theory Y.

� McGregor also expressed confidence that ‘satisfaction of
ego and self-actualization needs’ can be reconciled with
organizational needs. The three-circle model further
clarifies the situation: there is indeed an overlap between
task and individual needs, so that meeting one entails
meeting the other. But there is also a tension between
them. In some circumstances, for example, an individual
may choose to sacrifice one or more of his or her own
needs in order that the common purpose should be better
served.

� True leaders do hold something like the Theory Y doctrine
of human nature. They treat people as if they are great.
Occasionally, of course, they will be let down, but they
accept that as part of the price of leading. More often than
not, people respond positively to trust: they become great.

Maslow and Herzberg
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� Nobody inspires you more than the person who speaks to
the greatness within you.

The task of leadership is not to put greatness in to people but
to elicit it, for the greatness is there already.

John Buchan

The Application of Maslow’s Ideas in Industry
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Work is not the curse, but drudgery is.
Henry Ward Beecher

In 1959 Frederick Herzberg published his research into job atti-
tudes in a book entitled The Motivation to Work. At the time of
writing Herzberg, later Professor of Psychology at Western
Reserve University, was Research Director at the Psychological
Service of Pittsburgh. His co-authors, Bernard Mausner and
Barbara Snyderman, were respectively Research Psychologist
and Research Associate at the same institute.

With two other psychologists Herzberg and Mausner had
carried out an earlier preliminary survey of the existing litera-
ture on the factors involved in attitudes to work.1 Despite

Herzberg’s Motivation
– Hygiene Theory
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differences in content and methods in the 155 books and arti-
cles they considered, Herzberg and his colleagues felt able to
draw a major conclusion:

The one dramatic finding that emerged in our review of this
literature was the fact that there was a difference in the
primacy of factors, depending upon whether the investigator
was looking for things the worker liked about his job or things
he disliked. The concept that there were some factors that
were ‘satisfiers’ and others that were ‘dissatisfiers’ was
suggested by this finding. From it was derived one of the
basic hypotheses of our own study.

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
RESEARCH PROJECT

After two pilot schemes, involving respectively 13 labourers,
clerical workers, foremen, plant engineers and accountants,
and 39 middle-managers (all but six of them engineers of one
kind or another), the research team launched into a study of
the job attitudes of 203 engineers and accountants working in
nine factories of plants around Pittsburgh. The description and
discussion of this particular research project formed the main
content of The Motivation to Work; moreover, the methodology
of the research served as a model for many replications in the
next decade. Consequently it is important to grasp the essen-
tial methodological characteristics of the research Herzberg
and his colleagues undertook. Owing to the style of the writers
this is not always an easy task, but we can distinguish three
major characteristics.

Maslow and Herzberg
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1. Specification of Experience

Each of the 203 subjects was asked to identify periods in his
own history when his feelings about his job were markedly
either higher or lower than usual. The researcher made the
assumption that the respondents would be able to recognize the
extremes of this continuum of feelings and to select extreme
situations to report. They distinguished between short and
long-term sequences of events, but in each case the ‘story’ had
to be finite in terms of having a beginning, middle and end.

2. Factors-Attitudes-Effects

The research aimed at unravelling the interrelations between
objective ‘events’ in the historical accounts, coupled with the
feelings which were expressed about them by the subjects, and
the effects which resulted. Rather confusingly, the reported
events were labelled ‘first-level factors’ and the allied feelings
‘second-level factors’, while the word ‘factor’ was also used
about the combination of both together. The word ‘attitude’
means in this context the more settled or habitual mode of
regarding aspects of life. ‘Effects’ included job performance
(based on the subject’s own reports of quantifiable or qualita-
tive changes), mental health, interpersonal relationships, atti-
tude towards the company and other attitudes allied to the
working situation.

3. Research Methods

The researchers employed the technique of the ‘semi-struc-
tured’ interview, in which the interviewer asks some pre-
arranged questions but has freedom to pursue any lines of
inquiry that he judges might be fruitful. ‘The questions were
so designed that for each story we were sure to get the
factors-attitudes-effects information which we sought.’ Each

Herzberg’s Motivation – Hygiene Theory
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respondent could choose a story about a time when he felt
exceptionally good or exceptionally bad about the job. After
this sequence had been thoroughly discussed and analysed,
the interviewer asked for a second story, which had to be
opposite in terms of good/bad and short/long-range sequence
of events from the first one. Some respondents volunteered a
third or fourth story.

The researchers attempted to set up categories of factors and
effects from the material gathered. Carefully cross-checking
one another‘s judgments, the team broke down the replies into
‘thought units’, which was defined as ‘a statement about a
single event or condition that led to a feeling, a single charac-
terization of a feeling, or a description of a single effect’, eg the
statement ‘The way it was given to me showed the supervisor
had confidence in my work.’ A sample of 5,000 ‘thought units’
of the entire (unspecified) total was sorted out into three major
categories: first-level factors, second-level factors and effects.
Each of these main ones was further sub-divided into lesser
categories. Once 95 per cent agreement among them on the
categories had been achieved, the research team proceeded to
analyse 476 stories or ‘sequences of events’.

THE CATEGORIES

Under the heading of ‘First-level factors’ the authors listed 14
categories of elements or acts in the situation which the
respondents found to be sources of good or bad feelings, with
the criteria which they had used to establish them.

1. Recognition. Any act of recognition, be it notice, praise or
criticism (‘negative recognition’) served as the main crite-
rion. The sub-categories allowed distinction between situa-
tions when concrete awards were given along with the acts
of recognition and those in which they were not.
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2. Achievement. Stories mentioning some specific success (or
failure) were placed in this category, eg successful comple-
tion of a job, solutions to problems, vindication, and seeing
the results of one’s work.

3. Possibility of growth. Respondents mentioned changes in
their situations involving objective evidence that the possi-
bilities for professional growth had increased or decreased.
Besides new vistas opened up by promotion this category
included reports of increased opportunities in the existing
situation for learning and practising new skills, or
acquiring new professional knowledge.

4. Advancement. ‘This category was used only when there was
an actual change in the status or position of the person in
the company.’

5. Salary. ‘This category included all sequences of events in
which compensation plays a role. Surprisingly enough,
virtually all of these involve wage or salary increases, or
unfulfilled expectation of salary increases.’

6. Interpersonal relations. Under this general heading actual
verbalizations about the characteristics of the interaction
between the respondent and some other individual were
divided into three categories according to the identity of
the latter: superior, subordinate and peers. These were
interactions which might take place in working hours but
were independent of the activities of the job.

7. Supervision-technical. This category included remarks about
the competence or incompetence, fairness or unfairness of
the supervisor or superior. Comments upon the superior’s
willingness to delegate or teach, on his tendency to nag or
perpetually criticize, would be classified under ‘supervi-
sion-technical’.
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8. Responsibility. This category covered those sequences of
events in which the respondent mentioned satisfaction
gained from being given (or denied) responsibility.

In cases, however, in which the story revolved around a wide
gap between a person’s authority and the authority he
needed to carry out his job responsibilities the factor identified
was ‘company policy and administration’. The rationale for this
was that such a discrepancy between authority and job
responsibilities would be considered evidence of poor
management.

9. Company policy and administration. This category included
descriptions of adequate or inadequate organization and
management. Apart from such structural components,
remarks about the overall characteristics of the company’s
policy (especially its personnel policy) as harmful or bene-
ficial were placed under this heading.

10. Working conditions. Comments about the physical condi-
tions of work, the amount of work, facilities available,
ventilation, tools, space and other environmental aspects
came into this class of ‘thought units’.

11. Work itself. Mentions of the actual doing of the job, or
phases of it, as sources of satisfaction or dissatisfaction
found places in this category.

12. Factors in personal life. This factor covered a range of state-
ments about cases in which work impinged upon personal
life in such a way that the effect was an ingredient in the
respondent’s feelings about his job. Family needs for salary
levels or problems stemming from job location would be
examples of this type of comment.

13. Status. This term was employed to classify any actual
mentions of signs or appurtenances of status as being
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constituents in reaction to the job, eg a secretary, company
car, a certain eating facility.

14. Job security. Objective signs of the presence or absence of
job security, such as tenure and company stability or insta-
bility, were listed under this factor.

Under the heading of ‘Second-level factors’ the researchers
analysed the responses of the interviewee to the question,
‘What did these events mean to you?’ Naturally the informa-
tion at this point was limited by the extent to which the respon-
dents could articulate their feelings and the level of insight
which enabled them to report real perceptions rather than
stereotyped reactions based on socially accepted ideas. These
second-level inferences or generalizations were therefore to be
distinguished from the statements of feeling in the verbal
responses of the first-level factors. The 11 second-level factors
or clusters of feelings share for the most part the same names
as the first-level ones; for example: recognition, achievement,
possible growth, responsibility, belonging and interest.
‘Feelings about salary’ was included to cover those situations
in which:

the first-level factor was viewed primarily as a source of the
things that money can bring. If an answer to the question,
‘Why did this promotion make you feel good?’ was, ‘I like the
idea of being able to make more money’, then the second-
level factor was coded ‘salary’.

The analysis of effects into categories posed fewer problems,
because most respondents were specific and concrete in their
replies.

1. Performance effects. This major category included three sub-
categories. The first consisted of general comments about
work being better or worse than usual; the second
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embraced comments about the rate of work; and in the
third were mustered remarks concerning the quality of
work.

2. Turnover. At one end of the ‘turnover’ continuum the
respondent actually resigned or left his job; at the other his
positive feelings about his work and the company had
mounted so considerably that he turned down attractive
offers to go elsewhere.

3. Mental health effects. Positive statements included a less-
ening of tension symptoms, gaining weight when under-
weight, and stopping too much drinking or smoking. The
more numerous negative reports, however, mentioned
psychomatic effects (skin disorders, ulcers, heart condi-
tions), physiological changes related to tensions (such as
severe headaches and loss of appetite), and more diffuse
symptoms of anxiety possibly related to temperamental
dispositions in the individual.

4. Effects on interpersonal relationships. There were many
instances where the job had appeared to influence for
better or worse a man’s relationships with his family.

5. Additional effects. Respondents also reported changed atti-
tudes towards themselves, their colleagues, their profes-
sions or the companies which employed them.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The major question that the research team had posed them-
selves was whether or not different kinds of factors brought
about job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction. A number of
minor questions which interested them related to the correla-
tions between the variables of long-term and short-term
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sequences, first-level and second-level factors, effects and atti-
tudes, profession, education, job level and experience. Broadly
speaking, the team felt convinced that their main hypothesis
that there were two distinct sets of factors involved had been
justified by the study.

The factors that are rarely instrumental in bringing about high
job attitudes focus not on the job itself but rather on the char-
acteristics of the context in which the job is done: working
conditions, inter-personal relationships, supervision, com -
pany policies, administration of these policies, effects on the
worker’s personal life, job security, and salary. This is a basic
distinction. The satisfiers relate to the actual job. Those
factors that do not act as satisfiers describe the job situation.

Heading the list of short-term ‘satisfiers’ in the first-level
factors are achievement and recognition, followed by work itself,
responsibility, advancement and the possibility of growth. In the
second-level area the possibility of growth appeared with great
frequency in the ‘high satisfaction’ stories. By reviewing all the
variables the team suggested that the complex or cluster of
achievement-recognition-responsibility-work itself-ad vance -
ment are higher interrelated in both the short and long terms.
‘When some or all of the factors are present in the job situation
of an individual, the fulfilment of his basic needs is such that
he enters a period of exceptionally positive feelings about his
job.’ For situational, professional or personal reasons the rela-
tive strengths of factors may vary, but the complex as a whole
will always characterize job satisfaction.

Visually the discontinuity between the ‘satisfiers’ and ‘dissatis-
fiers’ and their relative longevity can be shown by means of a
diagram:

As indicated in the legend of this figure, the distance from the
neutral area shows the percentage frequency with which
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each factor occurred in the high job-attitude sequences and in
the low job-attitude sequences. The width of the boxes repre-
sents the ratio of long-range to short-range attitude effects;
the wider the box, the more frequently this factor led to a long-
range job attitude change. The factors of recognition and
achievement are shaded in this figure to indicate that the
width of their boxes portrays a reversal in the long-range ratio.
The attitude effects of both of these factors were substantially
more short range.

The frequency and duration of work itself, responsibility and
advancement suggest that they form the major strands of high
job attitudes. They appear much less frequently in stories of
times when the respondents felt unhappy with their job. These
motivating factors focused on the job itself; the ‘dissatisfiers’
are concerned with the context of environment of the job.
Salary has a short-term satisfying effect, but as an influence on
job attitudes the research team concluded that it had more
potency as a dissatisfier than as a satisfier. In the ‘low’ stories
money tended to reflect a perceived unfairness in the wages
policy or system of the company; in the ‘high’ stories it accom-
panied achievement: ‘it meant more than money; it meant a job
well done; it meant that the individual was progressing in his
work.’

From their analysis of the ‘second-level’ factors, Herzberg and
his colleagues concluded that:

a sense of personal growth and of self-actualization is the key
to an understanding of positive feelings about the job. We
would define the first-level factors of achievement-responsi-
bility-work itself-advancement as a complex of factors leading
to this sense of personal growth and self-actualization. In a
later discussion we postulate a basic need for these goals as
a central phenomenon in understanding job attitudes.
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Long duration
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short duration

Figure 6.1 Comparison of satisfiers and dissatisfiers (203
Pittsburgh engineers and accountants).
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Short-term positive feelings can then be regarded as ‘partial
reinforcements‘ of these basic needs.

For the complex of factors which describe the surrounds of the
job and can cause discontent Herzberg recruited the word
hygiene from the medical world.

Hygiene operates to remove health hazards from the environ-
ment of man. It is not a curative; it is, rather, a preventive.
Modern garbage disposal, water purification, and air-pollution
do not cure diseases, but without them we would have more
diseases.5

The ‘satisfier’ Herzberg and his associates named motivators.
The former they linked with the ‘avoidance needs‘, or the
human tendency to avoid painful or unpleasant situations; the
latter they connected directly with the concept that man’s ‘ulti-
mate goal’ is self-actualization or self-realization. In the work
situation this general basic need finds a degree of fulfilment if
the job allows some meeting of the related needs for profes-
sional growth and for the exercise of creativity. If these possi-
bilities are intrinsically absent from the job, then heavy
compensations in terms of hygiene factors would be necessary
to adjust the balance. ‘The motivators fit the need for creativity,
the hygiene factors satisfy the need for fair treatment, and it is
thus that the appropriate incentive must be present to achieve
the desired job attitude and job performance.’

HERZBERG AND MASLOW

How does Herzberg’s motivator-hygiene theory relate to
Maslow’s theory of a hierarchy of needs? Clearly they share in
common the concept of self-actualization, derived from the
writings of psychologists such as Jung and Adler. Herzberg’s
discussion of Maslow’s theory in The Motivation to Work is both
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brief and unsatisfactory. The aspect of the theory which he
seems to have felt unacceptable was the notion that the
predominant needs of individuals might change and develop,
rather than being seen as relatively fixed and immutable. Yet
although Herzberg pressed home his distinction between the
‘motivators’ and ‘hygiene’, he himself allowed for some possi-
bility of a fluctuating ‘need hierarchy’ operating within the
two clusters, just as he left open the question as to whether
different degrees of potency among the factors in the two sets
would reflect different patterns of psychological characteristics
in professional groups or individuals.

In contrast to the predominantly holistic bias of Maslow’s
mind, Herzberg’s approach exhibits a dichotomizing tendency
towards either/or and black-or-white thinking. It is possible
that the opposite ends or poles of continuums in human
behaviour may appear to take on a qualitative difference. By
documenting such a phenomenon in relation to work
Herzberg indirectly drew attention to the differing characteris-
tics of Maslow’s basic needs’. Psychological, safety and social
needs, for example, might create dissatisfaction if they were
not met, but they had little power to afford satisfaction. By
contrast, the meeting of esteem and self-actualization needs
could lead to a more positive and longer-lasting sense of satis-
faction. On the other hand, the absence of a potential for self-
actualizing progress might not create conscious dissatisfaction.
Thus it could be said that Herzberg was only developing the
hint in Maslow that the physiological needs form a poor model
for the ‘higher’ needs in the hierarchy.2 Moreover, Herzberg
accepted the possibility, pending further research, that an indi-
vidual’s internal rating of ‘satisfiers’ and ‘dissatisfiers’ might
reflect his or her personality development, ie presumably his
or her  progress in gratifying the hierarchy of basic needs. It is
clear also that some psychologists (like some theologians and
philosophers) have a temperamental bias towards
dichotomizing, while others have predominantly holistic or
synthetic minds.3 Herzberg belongs to the first group, Maslow
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to the second. Allowing for the application to the work situa-
tion in particular and also the respective intellectual biases of
the two psychologists, it may be concluded that the similarities
between the approaches of Maslow and Herzberg outweigh
their dissimilarities.4

Herzberg’s general view that ‘supervision’ (he never called
it leadership) is a hygiene factor obstinately ignores the fact
that in many circumstances human relationships are as
much intrinsic to the job as they are extrinsic. His attempt
to distinguish between interpersonal relationships and supervi-
sion-technical does not alter his under-estimation of the satis-
fying or motivating influence of good leadership, both for the
leader himself or herself and for those working with him or
her.

Herzberg had a curiously rigid idea about management. The
idea that leaders at all levels might be aware and respond to
the needs of those working under them does not seem to have
occurred to him at all. A stress on the vital importance of good
leadership to ensure achievement and recognition, the delega-
tion of responsibility and the provision of challenging tasks,
finds no place in his writings, although he did allow that better
supervision would be required if jobs were to be made more
intrinsically satisfying. In other words, Herzberg may well
have reacted so vigorously against the ‘human relations’
approach to management, personified by the growth of ‘group
sensitivity training’, that he threw out the baby with the bath
water.

This thesis may be supported by Herzberg’s cavalier treatment
of the two groups of professional women in government
service who found some satisfaction in effective interpersonal
relationships with their subordinates and fellow employees.
In Herzberg’s ‘rational explanation’ these innocent feelings
were interpreted as ‘a sickness in motivation … brought about
by the insecurity of women competing in a traditionally
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masculine domain’. These comments illustrate the danger that
Herzberg’s dichotomy between ‘satisfaction’ and ‘dissatisfac-
tion’, job content and job context, can become a Procrustean
bed upon which all experience, suitably lopped and trimmed,
must be made to fit. In fact there is considerable evidence that
leadership and good human relationships contribute to both
work achievement and individual job satisfaction.

CRITICS OF HERZBERG’S THEORY

The hypothesis that there are exclusive sets of ‘satisfiers’ and
‘dissatisfiers’ has been denied by other empirical investigators,
apart from those already mentioned. As we have seen, these
writers have blurred the sharp edges of the dichotomy by
showing that intrinsic factors may act as dissatisfiers and
extrinsic (or contextual) factors can serve as satisfiers.5

Industrial sociologists have confirmed this view, with suitable
reservations. Alan Fox has summed up their views with the
suggestion that there is a useful distinction between satisfac-
tion in a job and satisfaction with a job.6 Those who have
attempted an impartial review of the literature in the
‘Herzberg controversy’ have concluded that the intrinsic-
extrinsic dichotomy does not adequately reflect the sources of
positive and negative attitudes to work: in short, they regard it
as an over-simplification.7

Once the flaws in Herzberg’s dichotomy between ‘satisfiers‘
and ‘dissatisfiers’ became apparent, it was only a question of
time before the unidimensional Maslow hierarchy would be
advocated as a theoretical model for research on the shop
floor.8 In a British study of 290 female shop floor and ex-shop
floor workers in electrical and electronic engineering firms it
was found that 30 per cent expressed general dissatisfaction
with their work. The analysis of their multi-choice question-
naires and unstructured interviews revealed the overriding
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importance of the work itself as a determinant of job satisfac-
tion or dissatisfaction.9

R Wild and his colleagues, however, found no evidence to
support Herzberg’s ‘principle of duality’, although the prac-
tical implications were similar. In their study, the shop floor
workers perceived their supervisors as being sources of both
support and motivation. Wages, supportive supervision and
personal relationships were contingent factors relating to
lower level needs, and could be compared to Herzberg’s main-
tenance (hygiene) factors. ‘The distinctive difference between
our satisfied and dissatisfied subjects lay in the lack of self-
actualization perceived by the latter in relation to their work.’
Those who experienced some degree of self-actualization
found their work more interesting, varied, challenging, and
allowing more opportunities for achievement and the use of
abilities than those who felt frustrated. The fact that 30 per cent
in the same job were dissatisfied confirms the thesis that indi-
vidual attitudes and values inevitably produce different
perceptions of work.

CONCLUSION

In retrospect, the research work of Herzberg and his
colleagues, and the studies which his theory has provoked,
confirm the view that work in industry and large organizations
can be a means for at least the partial satisfaction of people’s
higher needs. Some support for Maslow’s theory of prepotence
is also afforded by the finding that if work does not provide
adequate means for meeting the lower needs, it is experienced
as positively dissatisfying, more so than if opportunities for
more intrinsic satisfactions are missing. Herzberg’s dualistic
framework has a value as a stimulating and introductory
visual sketchmap in teaching, but it becomes an over-simplifi-
cation if taken beyond a certain point. Moreover, his apparent
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contradiction of Maslow turns out to be more a symptom of
differences in casts of mind rather than anything more funda-
mental in theory.

Herzberg’s particular contribution was his passionate concern
for people, matched with an evangelistic fervour for the gospel
that industrial work, as much as any other form of work,
should serve the humanistic purpose of self-actualization. So
much so that jobs which do not lend themselves to this end are
to be ‘enriched’ until they do, or mechanized out of existence.
In cases where mechanization or automation is impossible,
‘hygiene factors’, such as big financial rewards, must clearly be
seen to be compensations for being sub-human.

With a new faith in man and some professional ingenuity,
however, it will be possible to enrich most jobs so that they win
more of both intrinsic satisfactions and extrinsic rewards for
the worker. In keeping with the behavioural science school as a
whole, Herzberg’s public platform was that such job enrich-
ment leads to more motivation, which in turn yields higher
company profits.

KEY POINTS

� It is worth giving close attention to Herzberg’s Motivation
– Hygiene theory because there is a lot of truth in it. The
factors which satisfy or motivate us at work are not the
opposite of the ones that dissatisfy or demotivate us: they
are not two sides of the same coin.

� The factors which make us unhappy are around the job
itself. Using a medical metaphor, Herzberg called them the
Hygiene factors. Improve these conditions and you will be
reducing the level of dissatisfaction. But you won’t make
people happy by this route alone.
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� To improve satisfaction (and motivation) in a job, as
opposed to mere contentment with a job, you have to tackle
another set of factors: achievement, recognition, variety and
creativity. These Motivators, as Herzberg called them, are
more intrinsic to the work itself, whereas the Hygiene
factors are extrinsic. A wise manager is mindful of both
sets.

� Financial remuneration is not merely another Hygiene
factor: money straddles the divide because it is also often a
tangible measure of achievement and symbol of recogni-
tion.

� Herzberg placed ‘supervision’ in the Hygiene camp – he
never used the term ‘leadership’. But who makes achieve-
ment possible? Who stimulates creativity? Who gives
recognition? Good leaders do!

There is not one whom we employ who does not, like
ourselves, desire recognition, praise, gentleness, forbear-
ance, patience.

Henry Ward Beecher
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PART 3

How to Motivate Others:
The Eight Principles of

Motivation
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A man, woman or child is motivated when he or she wants to
do something. Motivation covers all the reasons which cause a
person to act, including negative ones like fear along with the
more positive motives, such as money, promotion or recogni-
tion.

From the Fifty-Fifty Rule it follows that the extent to which
you can motivate anyone else is limited, for 50 per cent of the
cards are, so to speak, in their hands. You can provide motives
or incentives in one way or another; you can offer rewards or
issue threats; you can attempt to persuade. All these actual or
potential influences may have an effect, for remember that 50
per cent of a person’s motivation stems from the environment.
If you are a leader, then you are a key factor in the environment
of those who work for you. But your power is limited. As the
proverb says, ‘You can take a horse to water, but you cannot
make him drink.’

A Framework for
Motivation
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In this chapter I have summed up what you can do under eight
headings – the principles or rules of motivation. How you
apply them will clearly depend upon the situation. But they
stand as pillars of encouragement, both inviting you to take up
your responsibility as a leader for inspiring others and
pointing you in the right direction.

‘I never saw a man in our profession who possessed the magic
art of infusing the same spirit into others which inspired their
own actions. All agree there is but one Nelson.’ So wrote
Admiral Lord St Vincent to Nelson in a letter, a glowing tribute
from such a superior to his junior. Will the same ever be said
about you?

How to Motivate Others: The Eight Principles of Motivation
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1. BE MOTIVATED YOURSELF

The first and golden rule of motivation is that you will never
inspire others unless you are inspired yourself. Only a moti-
vated leader motivates others. Example is the great seducer.

It is so simple and so obvious, isn’t it? But why is it so
neglected in management today?

Enthusiasm inspires, especially when combined with trust. Its
key importance can perhaps best be seen by considering its
opposites. What impression would we make as leaders if we
were apathetic, stolid, half-hearted, indifferent and uninter-
ested? Enthusiasm is infectious; and enthusiasts are usually
competent too, since they believe in and like what they are
doing.

One of the world’s first philosopher-consultants, Confucius,
was once called in by a Chinese feudal king to check the
corruption and theft which was rife in his domain. The fact
that both the king and his court indulged in these practices,
and that others were taking their cue from them, soon became
apparent to Confucius, and he simply pointed out to his client
the motivating influence – for good or ill – of example. ‘If you
did not steal yourself,’ he said, ‘even if you rewarded men with
gold to steal they would not do it.’

Before you criticize others for lack of motivation ask yourself if
your own enthusiasm for and commitment to the task in hand
is sincere, visible and tangible. Have you expressed it in deeds
as well as words? Are you setting a good example? For motiva-
tion is caught, not taught.

A Framework for Motivation
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Nothing great was ever achieved without
enthusiasm.

Emerson
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2. SELECT PEOPLE WHO ARE HIGHLY
MOTIVATED

Since it is hard to motivate people who are not already moti-
vated it makes sense to select those who already are. It is true
that in the coldest flint there is hot fire, but you may lack the
skill to release such hidden sparks.

You need people working for you who, like John Bunyan,
‘could not be content, unless I was found in the exercise of my
gift, unto which also I was greatly animated’. Bunyan added
that ‘great grace and small gifts are better than great gifts and
no grace’, which can be translated here to mean that when you
select someone for a job a high motivation and modest talent is
to be preferred to considerable talent but little or no evidence
of motivation.

Given the absence of any reliable psychological tests to
measure motivation, managers are thrown back on their judg-
ment. Some useful tips for interviewers are:

� Remember that someone at an interview is trying to influ-
ence or motivate you to give them the job. Some people
find it easy to act as if they are highly motivated or enthusi-
astic for an hour during an interview. Others, who may be
very motivated, may come across as ‘laid back’.

� By their fruits you shall know them. Look for evidence in
what they have done. What someone wishes to do he or
she will find a way of doing. Has persistence and persever-
ance – evidences of high motivation – ever been shown?
Ask the referees who know him or her well.

� Describe several work situations that require high motiva-
tion and ask the applicant how he or she would react.

A Framework for Motivation
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No man will find the best way to do a thing
unless he loves to do that thing.

Japanese proverb
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3. TREAT EACH PERSON AS AN
INDIVIDUAL

Unless you ask a person what motivates them – what they
want – you will not know. We are all individuals. What moti-
vates one person in the team may not motivate another. Enter
into some sort of dialogue with each individual member of the
group.

Not that individuals will always be clear about what they
want. Our motivation changes with age and circumstance. One
of your functions as a leader may be to help individuals to
clarify what they are seeking at any given time in their careers.

A wise leader in an organization always remembers that a
whole bushel of wheat is made up of single grains. By listening
to individuals, giving them an opportunity to express their
hopes and fears, the leader is also showing true care. The inten-
tion, however, must be to help if possible and not to manipu-
late. ‘You would play upon me… You would seek to know my
stops… You would pluck out the heart of my mystery’. That is
cynical manipulation, as unmasked in Shakespeare’s words.

Leadership stands in sharp contrast to such person-manage-
ment. Sir John Smythe VC wrote, 

A good leader is someone whom people will follow through
thick and thin, in good times and bad, because they have
confidence in him as a person, his ability and his knowledge
of the job, and because they know they matter to him.

A Framework for Motivation
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As many men, so many minds; everyone in his
own way.

Terence
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4. SET REALISTIC AND CHALLENGING
TARGETS

‘There is no inspiration in the ideals of plenty and stability,’
wrote John Lancaster Spalding. People are capable of tran-
scending self in the pursuit of high and demanding ideals.

Most people reveal this capacity in the way they respond
better to a challenge. There is a fine balance here. If objectives
are totally unrealistic they will demotivate people: if they are
too easy to attain, on the other hand, they are also uninspiring.
As a leader you have to get the balance right. ‘It is not enough
to do our best,’ said Winston Churchill. ‘Sometimes we have to
do what is required.’

In 3M, for example, managers are challenged by demanding
goals. For instance, says Lewis W Lehr, the former Chairman of
3M, in the field of innovation the targets are set to stretch all
concerned:

Our divisions shoot for a high target: In any given year, twenty
five per cent of sales should come from products introduced
within the last five years. Of course, not every division hits its
target every year. But our managers are judged not only on
their ability to make existing product lines grow but also on
their knack for bringing innovative new products to market. So
they have a built-in incentive to keep R&D strong.

It is essential to agree targets or objectives with those who have
to carry them out. For the principle is true that the more we
share decisions which affect our working lives, the more we are
motivated to carry them out. If the person accepts that the
objective is both realistic and desirable or important, then he or
she will start drawing upon their 50 per cent of the motiva-
tional equation.
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By asking the impossible we obtain the best
possible.

Italian proverb
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5. REMEMBER THAT PROGRESS
MOTIVATES

As the ACL models suggests, we are motivated not simply by
our individual needs but also by needs emanating from the
common task. We want to finish what we are doing. The more
significant the task, the stronger is the need to complete it satis-
factorily. John Wesley called it ‘the lust to finish’.

It is a sound principle that progress motivates. If people know
that they are moving forwards it leads them to increase their
efforts. We invest more in success.

Therefore it is important to ensure that people receive proper
feedback. Feedback is defined in Webster’s Dictionary as ‘the
return to the input of a part of the output of a machine, system
or process’. Without feedback people will not know if they are
moving in the right direction at the right speed.

Conversely, feedback on relative lack of progress also moti-
vates. For it concentrates minds on what must be done if
success is to be yet achieved. If you confront people with the
realities of their situation in this way, then the ‘law of the situa-
tion’ will do the work of motivation for you.
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A man grows most tired while standing still.

Chinese proverb
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6. CREATE A MOTIVATING
ENVIRONMENT

Although you have limited power to motivate others you can
do a great deal to create an environment which they will find
motivating. Most of us have experienced the flip-side of such
an environment: one that reduces motivation. A restrictive orga-
nizational culture, which over-emphasizes controls and
reduces people to passive roles, coupled with an unpredictable
and irascible superior who tells off people in public, is hardly
likely to bring out the best in human nature.

It is important that Herzberg’s ‘hygiene’ factors are properly
catered for. The physical and psychological well-being of
people has to have a top priority. Only introduce control
systems where necessary, for over-controlling does reduce
motivation. Double-check that people have a proper input into
the decisions that affect their working lives, especially when
any substantial change is involved. Keep units or sub-units as
small as possible, for large organizations tend to become
bureaucratic and demotivational if they lack inspired leaders.

Lastly, pay attention to job design. Repetitive work can become
boring if uninterrupted, so introduce as much variety as
possible. Let people work on something they can recognize as
their own product, for people find real autonomy motivates
them. Ensure that the person doing the job understands its
impact on others, so that they see the significance of it. That is
vital, especially if you want people to be so involved that they
contribute new ideas and help forward the essential process of
innovation.
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The creative act thrives in an environment of
mutual stimulation, feedback and constructive
criticism – in a community of creativity.

William T Brady
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7. PROVIDE FAIR REWARDS

A lynx chasing a snow rabbit will only chase it for about 200
metres, then it gives up. For the food gained if the prey was
caught will not replace the energy lost in the pursuit. Working
on the same unconscious principle, it will chase a deer for
longer.

All work implies this element of balancing what we give with
what we expect to receive. Fairness or justice means that the
return should be equivalent in value to the contribution.
Performance ought to be linked to rewards, just as promotion
should be related to merit.

The former – getting financial rewards fair – is easier said than
done in many work situations. But the principle is still impor-
tant and ways of applying it have to be found. Justinian wrote
that ‘Justice is the constant and unceasing will to give everyone
his right or due.’ That genuine and sustained intention is
expected from any leader who has discretion over the distribu-
tion of rewards.

The principle has to be applied with especial care over
monetary remunerations, for if fairness is not perceived there
it can breed a lack of motivation and low morale. When
remuneration is poor, workers put less effort into their
jobs. Money is a key incentive. Therefore proper job evaluation
schemes, involving a representative group of work people in
the judgments about the financial worth of jobs, are vitally
important.

There are, of course, other rewards we gain from working, as
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs illustrates. Opportunities for
professional development and personal growth are especially
valuable to good people. But money has a strategic importance
for most people, not least as a measure of recognition for the
significance of their contributions. As the means of exchange
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and as a store of wealth, money is probably the most useful
material reward you can give.

How to Motivate Others: The Eight Principles of Motivation
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He who likes cherries soon learns to climb.

German proverb
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8. GIVE RECOGNITION

Despite what I have just written about money I believe that
recognition is often an even more powerful motivator. As I
hinted, money anyway often means more to people as a
tangible symbol of recognition than as the wherewithal to buy
more material goods.

This thirst for recognition is universal. In gifted people it
amounts to a desire for fame or glory. For example, Isambard
Brunel could write in his diary: ‘My self-conceit and love of
glory, or rather approbation, vie with each other which shall
govern me.’

As a leader you can give recognition and show appreciation in
a variety of ways. A sincere ‘well done’ or ‘thank you’ can
work wonders for a person’s morale.

Sir Richard Branson, chairman of the Virgin Group, said:

My parents brought me up with lots of praise and little criti-
cism. We all flourish with praise. Flowers do well when they
are watered and shrivel up when they are not, and people are
exactly the same, whether you are a chief executive or a
switchboard operator.

But it is equally important to encourage a climate where each
person recognizes the worth or value of the contribution of
other members of the team. For it is recognition by our peers –
discerning equals or colleagues – that we value even more than
the praise of superiors. We are social animals and we thirst for
the esteem of others. Without fairly regular payments by
others into that deposit account it is hard to maintain the
balance of our own self-esteem.

Seize every opportunity, then, to give recognition, even if it is

How to Motivate Others: The Eight Principles of Motivation
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only for effort. We cannot always command results. Perceive
the worth of what the other person is doing and show your
appreciation. You do not have to be a manager to do that, for
true leadership can always be exercised from marginal posi-
tions.
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Any of us will put out more and better ideas if
our efforts are fully appreciated.

Alexander F Osborn
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A Framework for Motivation
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SUMMARY:
HOW TO MOTIVATE OTHERS

1. Be motivated yourself

2. Select people who are highly motivated

3. Treat each person as an individual

4. Set realistic and challenging targets

5. Remember that progress motivates

6. Create a motivating environment

7. Provide fair rewards

8. Give recognition
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We are more easily persuaded, in general, by
the reasons we ourselves discover than by
those that are given to us by others.

Blaise Pascal

It is a fine thing to have ability, but the ability
to discover ability in others is the true test of
leadership.

Elbert Hubbard

It is no use saying ‘We are doing our best.’ You
have got to succeed in doing what is necessary.

Winston S Churchill
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KEY POINTS

� Be motivated yourself

As a leader you need to be enthusiastic. You can’t light a
fire with a dead match! There is nothing so contagious as
enthusiasm. Certainly, great designs are not accomplished
without enthusiasm. As the Bedouin proverb says: What
comes from your heart is greater than what comes from your
hand alone.

� Select people who are highly motivated

It is hard to motivate people who are not motivated
already. Therefore look for people who have the seeds of
high motivation in them already. As Oliver Cromwell once
said: ‘Give me the red-coated captain who knows what he
is fighting for and loves what he knows.’ Build your team
not from those who talk enthusiastically but from those
who show eagerness for the business and steady commit-
ment in their actions.

� Treat each person as an individual

Theories and principles apply to the generality of people.
You will never know how they apply, even if they apply, to
any given individuals unless you observe them and talk
to them. You will learn what motivates them, and perhaps
also how their pattern of motivation has changed over
their lifetime. The Greek dramatist Menander once said,
‘Know thyself,’ which is a good saying, but not in all situa-
tions. In many it is better to say, ‘Know others.’ As a leader
you should aspire to know others. A good shepherd knows
his sheep by name.

A Framework for Motivation
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� Set realistic and challenging targets

The best people like to be stretched – they welcome feasible
but demanding tasks. Don’t make life too easy for them!
Fortunately business life provides a series of challenges,
enough to keep everyone on their toes. Without toil,
trouble, difficulty and struggle there is no sense of achieve-
ment. Your skill as a leader is to set and agree goals, objec-
tives or targets that both achieve the task and develop the
team and its individual members.

� Remember that progress motivates

We all need positive feedback that we are moving in the
right direction, for that encourages us to persevere in
the face of difficulties. ‘I will go anywhere, as long as it is
forwards,’ said David Livingstone. If you as leader can
show to your team, and to each individual member, that
progress is being made, that in itself will feed the determi-
nation to press forwards on the path of success.

� Create a motivating environment

Leadership calls for social creativity every bit as important
and demanding as the artistic creativity of a painter,
sculptor or composer. You are there to build teamwork,
and that is a creative activity. More widely, all leaders in
an organization should work together to ensure that it
is an interesting, stimulating and challenging place of
work. Remember the 50/50 Principle: about half of our
motivation comes from outside ourselves, especially the
people around us. Their commitment, passion and stimu-
lating creative minds can awaken the sleeping powers
within us. Your job as a leader is to foster that learning and
motivating environment.

How to Motivate Others: The Eight Principles of Motivation
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� Provide fair rewards

We have a built-in sense of fairness. It is sometimes not
easy to ensure equity in salary and bonuses, but it is impor-
tant to remember that the perception of unfair rewards
does have a demotivating effect on most people – Herzberg
was right in that respect. As a general principle, financial
(and other) rewards should match the relative value of
contribution, according to the market assessment for any
particular kind of work.

� Give recognition

At best money is a crude measure of the value of work. Is a
pop star really worth a thousand times more than a brain
surgeon? A good leader should be swift to show recogni-
tion to all members of the team or organization, however
indirect their contribution is to the overall task. You should
work on the principle of ‘credit where credit is due’. Where
the work of people is valued there is always motivation to
do it – and to do it well.
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Those who are near will not hide their ability,
and those who are distant will not grumble at
their toil... That is what is called being a leader
and teacher of men.

Hsün Tzu
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There are two questions in this field. Why do people work?
Why do they work willingly and well?

The answer of psychologists such as Maslow, McGregor and
Herzberg is not an unreasonable one: we work in order to
satisfy our basic and higher needs; ultimately, in the secular
humanist tradition, we strive to fulfil ourselves, which in that
philosophy is the end or meaning of life.

The problem with this general philosophy is that it seems to be
very self-centred. We are always chain-reacting to our own set
of needs. Yet Maslow had observed the paradox that it is only
when people forget about their own happiness in the service of
something greater than themselves, such as a worthwhile
cause, they experience a measure of ‘self-actualization’. If, by
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contrast, you do things in order to be ‘self-actualized’, you will
miss the boat. Or, as the Bible puts it succinctly, to save your
life you must be willing to lose it.

To get round this problem of escaping from the gravitational
pull of self-centredness we may have to be willing to move
away from a need-focused concept of motivation and think of
ourselves more as being primarily motivated, sometimes
inspired, by love. Here I am obviously not thinking of love as
the familiar strong emotion in a family or sexual context but
more as a form of positive energy present in a person that is
always active in seeking good. ‘Love is an orientation, a direc-
tion of energy,’ Iris Murdoch once said. What could be more
motivating than love?

A natural and primary object of love in that sense, of course, is
one’s self, for all of us seek our own good – and that of our
families. To feed, clothe, house, educate and protect ourselves
and our ‘nearest and dearest’ is always going to be a chief
priority. But work can be more than a means to those impor-
tant but limited ends. It can, for example, be a means of serving
others and, it has been said, ‘service is love in action’.
Moreover, all of us want to make a contribution to add value to
life. Work that enables us to do so is work that we value and
we give ourselves willingly to it.

Work as a form of service requiring skill, work that calls for
creativity in all its rich variety, work that fosters a deep
comradeship with our co-workers, is almost by definition
work that motivates us to give our best. Or, putting it differ-
ently, when, as Kahil Gibran says, ‘Work is the expression of
love,’ then motivation will never be our problem. Perhaps the
real challenge of leadership today is to locate, release and
channel the power of love that flows from deep inner springs
within us all.
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